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' October 11, 1995
i.

. EA No. 95-216'
:

! Mr. Leon R. Eliason
Chief Nuclear Officer =and President

i Nuclear Business Unit
Public Service Electric and Gas Company
P.O. Box 236'*

:. Hancocks Bridge, NJ 08038
i

. SUBJECT: SPECIAL TEAM INSPECTION TO REVIEW SHUTDOWN COOLING BYPASS EVENT
(INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-354/95-81)'

I Dear Mr. Eliason:
.

The. subject'NRC inspection report was previously provided to you in our
letter, dated September 26, 1995. In this letter, and at the inspection exit'

- meeting held on August 24, 1995, we-informed you that the NRC would review
!' this event for potential enforcement actions and notify you of our decision.
i We have decided to hold a predecisional enforcement conference to discuss the

[ apparent violation described below.

Based on the results of the special team inspection (STI), one apparent
: violation was . identified and is being considered for escalated enforcement

action in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for '

,

NRC Enforcement Actions" (Enforcement Policy), (60 FR 34381; June 30,1995).
| The STI determined that the failure to follow written operating procedures
I resulted in bypassing shutdown cooling from the reactor vessel. The bypass

flow decreased the ability of the shutdown cooling system to remove decay heat
and caused an increase in reactor coolant system temperature and pressure.
This resulted in an undetected change in the plant operational condition from
the desired cold to the hot shutdown condition. Several Technical
Specification limiting conditions for operation were not complied with as a'

; result of the change in operational condition. The failure to follow
operating procedures is an apparent violation of Technical Specification 6.8,
" Procedures and Programs." Accordingly, no Notice of Violation is presently
being issued for these inspection findings. In addition, please be advised"

that the-number and characterization of apparent violations may change as a
!result of further NRC review.<

- A predecisional enforcement conference to discuss this apparent violation has
been scheduled for November 6,1995 at 10:00 A.M., in the NRC regional office,'

. King of Prussia, Pennsylvania. This conference will be closed to public
. observation in accordance with NRC policy. The decision to hold a;

Y predecisional enforcement conference does not mean that the NRC has determined
that a violation has occurred or that enforcement action will be taken. This;.

conference is being held to obtain information to enable the NRC to make an
. enforcement decision, such as a common understanding of the facts, root

,

; causes, missed opportunities to identify the apparent violation sooner,
: corrective actions, significance of the issues and the need for lasting and'
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effective corrective action. In particular, we expect you to address why your
previous corrective actions, as a result of the March 1995 loss of shutdown
cooling due to a failure to follow procedures, were not effective in
preventing this event. In addition, this is an opportunity for you to point
out any errors in our inspection report and for you to provide any information
concerning your perspectives on 1) the severity of the violation (s), 2) the
application of the factors that the NRC considers when it determines the
amount of a civil penalty that may be assessed in accordance with Section
VI.B.2 of the Enforcement Policy, and 3) any other application of the Enforce-
ment Policy to this case, including the exercise of discretion in accordance
with Section VII.

You will be advised by separate correspondence of the results of our
deliberations on this matter. No response regarding the apparent violation is
required at this time.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:

Richard W. Cooper, II, Director
Division of Reactor Projects

License No. NPF-57
Docket No. 50-354

Enclosures:
1. Copy of Enforcement Policy (60 FR 34387; June 30,1995)

;
.
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.I. Mr.' Leon R. Eliason 3
.

,

cc w/ enc 1:
L. Storz, Senior Vice President - Nuclear Operations
E. Simpson, Senior Vice President - Nuclear Engineering

.

;-
J. Hagan, Vice President - Business Support.
C. Schaefer, External Operations - Nuclear, 'Delmarva Power & Light- Co.
P. MacFarland Goelz, Manager, Joint Generation --

Atlantic Electric
R. Burricelli, Director - External Affairs .

M. Reddemann,- General Manager - Hope Creek Operations
J. Benjamin, General Manager - Quality Assurance & Nuclear Safety Review

>

-F. Thomson, Manager - Licensing and Regulation
: R. Kankus, Joint Owner Affairs

'A. C. Tapert, Program Administrator
;

R. Fryling, Jr., Esquire
i- M. J. Wetterhahn, Esquire .

-

' Consumer Advocate, Office of Consumer Advocate
LW1111am Conklin, Public Safety Consultant, Lower Alloways Creek Township '

State of New Jersey,

State of Delaware
,.
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Distribution w/ enc 1: .

!Region I Docket Room (with; concurrences)*

K. Gallaghert

1 . D. Screnci,'PA0 (2)
' Nuclear. Safety Information' Center (NSIC)'

'

NRC Resident Inspector-
'- PUBLIC

h Distribution w/ encl: (Via E-Mail)
'

W. Dean, OEDO .>

D. Moran, Project Manager, NRR
; J. Stolz, PDI-2, NRR

Inspection Program Branch, NRR (IPAS)
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.-.n ei ne p er m. eau. No.126 Frida). June 30. 1995 / Rules and Regulations
'. . . .

*

INUCLEA;) RECULATOny NRC Enforccment Program." was m
COesesSSON Pubbshed in April 1995 Th2 team effect."(Brock v Cathsdral Bluffs Shale

report. in Recommendation !!. G-3. Oil Co. 796 F.2d 533,539 ID.C. Cir. *

10 CFR Pett 2 recommended that the Enforcement
1986) citing 44 U.S.C.1510 (1982)).

Policy be removed from the Code of Therefore, because the Enforcement

Policy and Procedure for Enforcement Federal Regulations (CFR) because the Policy is not a regulation, the
Commission is removing it from theActions; Removal

Enforcement Policy is not a regulation.
Code of Federal Regulations. RevisionsThe NRC Enforcement Policy hasAcescy: Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. been codified at 10 CHL Part 2. of the Enfortement Policy will continue
'

Actioss: Policy statement. Appendix C to provide wideepmed to be published in the Federal Ragsseur

dissemination of the Commission's To ensure widespread dissemination.
the Enforcement Policy will be providedguemaAny: The Nuclear Regulatory $*; #(b g,hd

**"d n*a
ip

neralSt emon ofPo cy " *

Procedure for Enforcement Actions
g45 FR ) h'

" * * * '
(Enforcement Policy) from the Code of maintained that the NRC Enforcement
Federal Regulations because the Policy is a policy statement and not a Enf t Actions ~"

Enfotomment Policy is not a regulation. regulation. The Commission's mason for Paperwork Reduction Act Stew ==*
having a policy statement rather than a

carts: his action is effective on June rule was explained in the Statement of This policy statement contains no .
30.1995.

Considerations that accom led the information collection requirements
Submit comments on or before August publication of the 1982 En t and, therefore. ls not subject to the

14.1995. Commcnts received after this Policy. The Commission stated then: Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44
date will be considered ifit is practical U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).
to do so but the Commission is able to u underiyt bak of &is policy met is

renected out it h that the List of Subpects in to CFR Past 2assure consideration only for comments
determination of the appropriate sometion ;

received on or before this date. requires % exercin of discretion such that Administrative practice and
Aponasses: Send written comments to: t rocedure. Antitrust. Byproduct I
The Secretary of the Commission. U.S. **(hy **}8 Qis to .wogI, material. Classified infonnation.

',

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. discretion provided, the enforcement policy Environmental protection. Nuclear
Washington DC 20555. ATTN: Is being adopted a a statement of general
Docketing and Service Branch. Hand poucy robe than as a regulation. materials. Nuclear power plants and

deliver comments to: 11555 Rockville
notwithstanding that the statement has been roectors. Penalties. Sex discrimination.
prormulgated with nodce end comument Source material'Special nuclear

'

! Pike. Rockville. Maryland, between 7:45 procedures. A general statement of policy material. Weste treatment and disposal.
!

am and 4:15 pm Federal workdays. *lH Sit th' Comrninion teamirause
l Copies of comments voceived may be nomifin"ty in revisins e poucy statementPART 2-RULES OF PRACTICE PORs

'' *d * DORESTIC LICENSNG PROCEEDINGSexamined at the NRC Public Document ,'" iy [,, ppd *g,'''Eh,, ANO ISSUANCE OF OROERSRoom. 2120 L Street.NW (lawer
Level). Washington, DC. necessary to reDect changa in policy and

direction of the Commission (47 FR 9989: 1. The authority citation for Part 2n noseoope m March 9.19e2). continues to read. In part, as follows:|
James Lieberman. Director. Office of For the same ressons, the Commission Aimbertry: Secs.161, tat. as Stat. 94a.[ Enforcem,ent. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory continues to hold the view that the; Commission. Washington. DC 20555

Enforcement Policy is a policy [ h2 , 31]sec5 99i (301) 415-2741.
statement. However. at least one court. (42 U.S.C. 2241); sec. 201. as Stat.1242. as

suppi.gaeswfAny uponnaAT1ose: On May in considering whether an enforcement amended (42 tJ.S.C. sa41)* * *.
13,1994, the NRC's Executive Director policy was a policy statement or a . Appendix Cio Port JIRemoved) |for Operations established a review regulation, noted that if the policy were
team to assess the NRC enfoicement published in the CFR It would be 2. Appendix C to Part 2 is removed.
program. no review toern report. Properly treeted as a regulation because Deted at stockville. MD. this 23rd day of
NUREC-1525' 5 " Assessment of the the CFR is reserved for documents I""'' l '' '

"having general applicability and legal For the Nuc!=r Regulatory Commission. :

t Copies et NURsG-1sts may be puschased hem N U" i
the Supenntendent of Docummons. U.S. Governmaat Reyel Rena. SprinsReld. Virstala 331 1. A la Secretaryof the Commission.

'

Pnniing Office. P.O Ben 3tems. Washiasses. DC alae available for inepechee and copying der a |
200n-7042 Copies est 61se evenable kom the

in the NaC Public Documens Room. 31as L Soest. IFR Doc. 95-15951 Flied 6-29-95; a 4$ aml
}Nottonal Technical Interennen Sereke saas Port Nw. (Lower Leveil. Washington. DC 3e855-e001. an.taas oces rum 14
j
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As r* Asciid in the ' severity lese'Is. safety ~ (2) To' encourage prompt
^^ ^

signiGcance includts actual safety identification and prompt,ggggg.

constquence, potrntial safety consequrnce. comprehensive correction of violations *

Hewision et the NRC Enforcement -
and regulatory significance. The use of
graduated sanctions from Notices of IV, Severity of Violititas 4

'
, N Violation to orders further mnocts theI

AGENCT: Nuclear Regulatory varying seriousness of noncompliances. Severity Level V violations have been
* The enforcement conference is an eliminated. The examples at that level

Commisdon. imPortant step in achieving a mutual have been withdrawn from the
.

ACTic* Nlicy statement- understanding of facts and issues before supplements. Formal enforcement
.

_

As a result of an assessment gthough
**

[onfere ce ake n n actions will now only be taken forauss c RY:;
of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,s effon for both the NRC and licensees, they violations categorised at Severity Level

;

i (NRC) enforcement program, the NRC senerally contribute to better decision. I to IV to better focus the inspection and

i has revised its General Statement of making. enforcement process on safety. To the

Policy and Pmcodure for Enforcement * Enforcement actions deliver regulatory extent that minor violations are'

Actions (Enforcement Policy or Policy). meseases properly focused on safety. These described in an inspection report, they
emphasise the need for licensees to will be labeled as Non Cited ViolationsmeBy a separete action published today in h'

the Federal Register, the Commission is ,j,,j","bs e iNtoin i I (NCVs). When a>liansee does not takeC '

corrective action or repe~atedly orremoving the Enforcement Policy from opportunities to identify and prevent
j the Code of Federal Regulations. violations. willfully commits a minor violation
! OAfss: This action is effective orffune . The use of discretion and judgment such that a formal response would be

| 30,1995, while comments are being throughcat the deliberative process needed, the violation should be

received. Submit comments on or before mcognians that enforcent of NRC categorized at least at a Severity Level

August 14,1995. Additionally, the "9 "'"**"'' d*** "*'.I'' d I'"II '* IV.
*

mechanistic treatment
Commission intends to provide an

However, the Review Team found that severity level examples in the
,

opportunity for public comments after'

! this revised Enforcement Policy has the existing enforcement program at supplements over the next 6 months.
I been in effect for about is months. times provided mixed regulatory The purpose of this review is to ensure

messages to licensees, and room for the examples are appropriately focused
,

AnoResass: Send written comments to: mement existed in the
! 'llie Secretary of the Commission. U.S. im(orcement Policy. The review on safety significance, including I

En consideration of actual safety i
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Washington,DC 20555. ATTN: {g% , program s focus consequence, potential safety |

,

a
'

Docketing and Service Branch. Hand
- consequence, and regulatory '

|

deliver comments Io: 11555 Rockville " + Emphasiae the importance of identifying significance.
1^ Pike. Rockville. Maryland, between 7 A5 Problems before events occur, and of taking

Prompt. comprehensive corrective action V. Predecisional Enforcement
am and 4:15 pm. Federal workdays. when problems are identified; Conferences I

Copies of comments received may be . Direct agency attention et licensees with
i examined at the NRC Public Document multiple ensorcement act6ons in a relatively Enforcement conferences are being
,

Room. 2120 L Street. NW. (Lower short P*tiod; and renamed "predecisional enforcement
level). Washington, DC. * Focus on curnnt performance of conferences." These conferences should

,

;

FOR FURTWR INFOResAT10N CONTACT: licensees. be held for the purpose of obtaining

Jarnes Lieberman. Director. Office of in addition, the review team found information to assist NRC in making
: Enforcement. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory that the process for assessing civil enforcement decisions when the agency

Commission. Washington. DC 20555. penalties could be simplified to improve reasonably expects that escalated
'

'

(301) 415-2741. the predictability of decision making enforcement actions will result. They
;

i
summassNTARY INFOResAT10N: On May and obtain better consistency between should also normally be held if

13.1994. the NRC's Executive Director regions. requested by a licensee. In addition they
As a result of its review, the review should normally be held before issuingfor Operations established a review1

i team to assess the NRC enforcement team made several recommendations to an order or a civil penalty to an

! program, in its report (NUREG-1525.s revise the NRC Enforcement Policy to unlicensed individual.

| " Assessment of the NRC Enforament produce an enforcement program with in light of the chan to the
Program." April 5.1995), the review clearer regulat focus and more Enforcement Policy. Commission;

j team concluded that the existing NRC predictability, o Commission is has decided to continue a trial program
enforcement program, as implemented, issuing this policy statement after of conducting pproximately 25 percent

j is appropriately directed toward considering those recommendations and of eligible conferences open to public
,

supporting the agency's overall safety the bases for them in NUREG-1525. observation pending further evaluation.d

mission. This conclusion is reflected in The more significant changes to the (See 57 FR 30762: July 10.1992, and 59
n n ont Policy are FR 36796: July 19,1994).The inte,nt of

.

; several aspects of the program:

a + The Pol cy reco5nises that violations open conferences is not to maximize
i have differing degrees of safety significance. I. Introduction and Purpose public attendance, but is rather for

This section has been modified to determining whether providing the
' Copies of NURIG-ts33 may be purchased from utpose and public with an opportunity to observe

sd* Y.NE' emphasize that the forcement programthe regulatory process is compatible
<

i NnYcEcNf
*

objectives of the en
i so os.sias copies m ales veme trem the are focused on using enforcement with the NRC's ability to exercise its

regulatory and safety responsibilities,National Twhnir.at Informenon service. stas Pon actions;
neyet need.spnns .eid, vi,sinia 2 isi. A copgs (1) As a deterrent to emphasize the The provisions of the trial program havee

*NheN D E "n N Eaksro.i. importance of compliance with been incorporated into the Enforcement'

i
NW. tt.ower lavett wuhangmn. Oc aesss-coot. requirements; and Policy.

d

.
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VI. Enfoeceanent Actions warrant a mom financially meaningful cach of thne decisional points may
penalty. A $$00 civil penalty for a have several associited consid:retions

A. Notice of Violotson Sever ty Level m violation (at 50% of for any given case. However, the
*

1

This section was modined to clanfy the Severity 14 vel I base amount) does outcome of a case. absent the exercise of
that the NRC may waive all or portions not reflect the seriousness of this type discretion, is limited to three results: no
of a licensee's written response to a of violation for this category of licensee, civil penaltr a base civil penalty, or a
Notice of Violation to the extent it is noted that with the revised base civil penalty escalated by 100%.
relevant information has already been assessment approach, these licensees D. Meloted Administrative Actions
provided to the NRCin w:iting or will not normally receive a civil penalty The mimace to plated
documented in an NRC inspection if prompt and comprehensive correctiv, administratin schanisens han bun
repon and is on the applicable docket action is taken for isolated non. willful

MP aced with related eder.!nistrativelin the NRC Public Document Room. Severity level m violations. actions Marify the documents as
8. Civil Penalty 2. Civil Penalty Assessment actions.

1. Base Civil Penalty This section has been renamed to VH. Esercise of macredu
mnect that the rocess fw asaoes

!".v'e%'oiZ"ra"s'Cet"of' @'y-isEr@''""' ' d c",, $ " 6 $ $ " '', -
Tables 1A and 18 have been revised

s

since such violations will not be subject e Continue to emphasias compliance the normal approach to either increaseor demase mactions whm necusuyto civil penaldes. If a violation that Mam h des b to ensure that the sanction reflects thewould otherwise be categorized at a yjo3, jon,.
Sevwity LevelIV violation merits a civil e Encourage prompt identification signincance of the circumstances and
penalty because of its s ificance, the and prompt, comprehensive correction conveys the appropriate regulatory
violadon would normal y be categorimod of violations and their root caum. meenage. This section has been modined
at a Severity level m. . . Apply the recognition of good past to Provide examples whm it is $

Table 1 A has been simplified t . performance to give credit to a Uconsee appropriate to consider civil penalties
combitie categories of licensees with the committing a non willful St. Ilj or escalate civil penalties
same base penalty amounts. The base violation who has had no previous notwithstanding the normal asmssment
penalty amounts have generally signincent violations during the past 2 Procesa in Section VI of the

Enforcement Policy.One significantremained unchan .The revised
licy notes that t a base penalties may fonger)r 2 inspections (whichever isexample to note involves the loss of a

ears o
.

adlusted on a case-by-case basis to . pg,'ce greatw attention on situadons source. This example is being added to
reflect the ability to pay and the gravity of greater concem (i.e., whm a licensee emphasize the importance of licensees
of the violation.10 CFR Part 35 has had more than one significant being aware of the location of their
licensees (doctors. nuclear pharmacies * v olation in a 2. year or two. inspection sources and to recognize that there

should not be an economic advantage
and othw medical related licensees) are period. where cormctive action is less
combined into an ovwsll medical than prompt and comprehensive, or for inappropriate disposal or transfer.
category, based on the similarity of where egregious circumstances, such as As to mitigation of sanctions for
hazards. Because transportation where it is clear that repentiveness or violations involving special
violations for all licensees are primarily willfulness. are involved): circumstances, mitigation can be
concemed with the potential for . Streamline the NRC decisional considered if the licensee has

demonstrated overall sustainedpersonnel exposure to radiation the process in a manner that will preserve
violations in this area will be truted the judgment and discretion, but will performance which has been

same as those in the health physics area. provide a clear normative standard and particularly good. The levels of approval
The $100.000 base civil penalty produce relatively prodletable results for exercising discretion are desenbod

amount for safeguards violations, which for routine cases; and in this section. Finally. Table 2.

applies to only two categories of . Provide clear guidance on applying " Examples of Progressions of Escalated
licensees, fuel fabricators and feww adjustment factors in various Enforcement Actions for Similar
independent fuel and monitored types of cases,in order to increase Violations in the Same Activity Area

retrievable storage installations, has consistency and predictability. Undw the Same 1.icense." has been
been deleted. The penalty amount for Once a violadon has been categorized withdrawn from the Enforcement
safeguards should be the same as for at a Severity LevelIII or above. the Policy. The guidance in that table is not

other violations at these facilities. NRC asassament procesa considers four basic needed beause the policy is clear that
has not had signincant safeguards decisional points: each case should be judged on its own

violations at these facilities. If the (1) Whethw the licensee has had a merits. especially those repetitive
nalty that would normally be asassaed previous escalated enforcement action violation cases to which the table

For operational violations is not duringJhe past 2 years or 2 applied.

insp)ections, whichevw is(2 Whether the licensee sh uld beadequate to address-the circumstances VIII. Enforcement Actionslavolving.

of the violation, then discretion would I" **I'
be used to determine the appropriate given credit for actions related to The Enforcement Policy has been
penalty amount. identificadon:

The base civil penalty for "other" (3) Whether the licensee's corrective clarified to provide that some action is

materials licensees. currently set at actions may reasonably be considered normally to be taken against a licensee

51000, has been increased to 55000. The prompt and comprehensive; and for violations caused by significant acts

primary concems for these licensed (4) Whether. in view of all the of wrongdoing by its employees.

activities are individual radiation circumstances, the case in question contractors, or contractors employees.

exposure and loss of control of matwial warrants the exercise of discretion. As The Policy has also been modified to

to the environment, both of which described in the Enforcement Policy, state that the nine factors in Section VI!!

.

v ---y , ,
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sh2uld be used to assist in ths decision 3 violations involving Old Dmgn tuues of compliance which the NRC expects.'
- '

on whether enforcement action should 4 V'olatens idenufted Due to Previous*

Each enforcement action is dependent-

einst an unlicensed Escalated Enforcement Action

be taken 7as well as the licensee. T)w[y i8CQi"*h. requires the exercise of discation aAer
On the circumstances of the case andV 8 "individue

,

Policy currently uses these factors to Circumstances consideration of these policies and
determine whether to take enforcement rocmdures. In no case, however, will

ficonsees who cannot achieve and
C. Exweise of Disention for an Operating

! ection against an unlicensed person Facility
rather than the licensee. 'these changes vill. Enforcement Actions levolving maintain adequate levels of protection
am consistent with the intent of the Individuals be permitted to conduct licensed

; Commission in promulgating the rule on IX. Inaccurate and incomplete Information activities.
de4berste miscondue. b6 FR 40664, X. En orcement Action Against Non. E AMy W WW,

; 40666, August M. W91). Less x,, ,,,,',,",7o the Depenment of lustice Framework

d Section VII B. tat e of XIL NDioclosum of Enforcement A. Statutory Authority
j Reprimand is not a sanction and is now xlii. Reopening Closed Enforcement Actions The NRC's enforcement harfsdiction is
; referred to as an administrative action supplements drawn from the Atomic Enefly Act of
; consistent with Section VI.D of the 1954, as amended, and the Energy
| Policy. P"I*** Reorganization Act (ERA) of 1974, as

The Commission expects that the The following st.atement of general amended.
changes to the Enforcement Policy policy and procedure explains the Section tot of the Atomic Energy Act:

! should sueult in an incroses in h enforcement policy and procedures of authorizes the NRC to conduct
j protection of the public health and b U.S. Nuclear Regulatory inspections and investigations and to
; safety by better emphasizing the Commission (NRC or Commission) and issue orders as may be necessary or I
-

prevention, detection. and correction of b NRC staff (staff)in initiating desirable to promote h common I
violations before events occur with enforcement actions, and of b defense and security or to protect health ;

| impact on the public. In about 2 years presiding omcors and b Commission or to minimize danger to life or |'

the Commission intends to review the in reviewing these actions. This property. Section too authorizes the j
j Enforcement Policy. In that regard, it is statement is applicable to enforcement NRC to revoke licenses under certain

expected that in about 18 months an in matters involving the radiological circumstances (e.g., for material falso,

rtunity will be provided to receive health and safety of the public, statements, in response to conditions
op$lic comments on hi pu includins employees' health and safety, that would have wprranted refusal of a'
implementation of this Policy. the common defense and security, and license on an original application, for a

; General Statement of Policy and the environment.' This statement of licensee's failure to build or operate a
|

Procedure for NRC Enforcement general policy and procedure will be facility in accordance with the terms of '

,'

rovide the permit or license, and for violation
published as NUREG-1600 to $e of an NRC regulation). Section 234

'

i
^ * " * "

widespread dissemination of t
j Table ofCement Commission's Enforcement Policy. authorizes the NRC to impose. civil

!
However, this is a_ policy statement and Penalties not to exceed 3100,000 per'

Prefece

1. Introduction and Purpose not a regulation. The Commission may violation per day for the violation of
I II. Statutory Authority deviate from this statement of policy certain specified licensing provisions of ,

A. Statutory Authority and procedure as appropriate under the the Act, rules, orders,andlicense terms '

! B. Procedural Framework circumstances of a particular case. Implementing these provisions, and for j
lit Responsibilities violations for which licenses can be

|
| IV. Seventy of Violations I. Introduction and Purpose revoked. In addition to the enumerated 1

| A. Aggregation of Violations
The purpose of the NRC enforcement Provisions in section 234, sections 84 |

b NiNVSo Program is to support the NRC's overall and 147 authorize the imposition of i
!

i :
| D. Violations of Reporting Requirements safety mission in protecting b public civil penalties for violations of
1 v. Predecisional Enforcement Conforencn and the environment. Consistent with regulations implementing those
] VI. Enforcement Actions that purpose, enforcement action should Provisions. Section 232 authorizes the
< A. Notice of Violation be used: NRC to seek injunctive or ohr ;
j B. Civil Penalty e As a deterrent to emphasize b *luitable relief for violation of
| $"ife"n'[l$y*"3hwement importance of compliance with %togrgui,re e

*
;

( $'ft c ons neced to nc u prompt identification Reorganization Act authorizes the NRC
Identification and prompt, comprehensive correction to imPoes civil penalties r knowing

c. Credit for Prornpt and Comprehensive of violations. and conscious failures to provide,

consin saf information to b NRC.j Corrective Action Consistent with the purpose of this
se of Discretion * '^ C '| (E program, prompt and vigorous ''g,I

en ment ah d b tehn wbn p,, ,, g c
D. Related Administrative Actions

i VII. Exerctee of Discretion dealing with licensees, vendors,8
,

%s poucy My addreams the activities of
! A. Escaletion of Enforcement Sanctions contractors, and their employees, who NaC Ucenom and appheants for NRC bconses I

i 1. Civil Penalties do not echieve the necessary meticulous Theolore. the term "Heensee" la und throughout
d 2. Orders attention to detail and the high standard the pehcy. Hewoww.in thou casm where the NRC' 3. Deily Civil Penalties d*'''"'"**'h*'l''''PP''P''''''''*k*
j B. Mitigation of Enforcement Sanctions . Antitrust enforcement maners will be dealt nd he gY

"
ifbe used.nh

j 1. Licensee.ldentified Severity Level IV with on a caso4y. case basis- as appl cable. SpeclAc guidance regarding
Violations The term " vendor" as used in this pot.cy means enforcement actice against individuals and non. 1

| 2. Violations identified Dunns Extended a suppuer of products or services to be used in an licensees is addressed in sections Vitt and X. )
Shutdowns or Work Stoppages NRC.hcensed facility or activity respectively.a '

^

|*
;

I |

4 ;

,l .
|

. . -
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penalties (i e. monstary fines and provids hearing nghts, as only including the decis' ion to issue a Notico
imprisonment) for willful violations of information is being sought. A licensee of Violation, or to propose or imposs ath3 Act and regulatians or orders issued must answer a C: mand. An unlicensed civil penalty and the amount of thrs
under sections 65,161(b).161(i) or person may answer a Demand by either penalty. after considering the general
161(o) of the Act. Section 223 provides providing the requested information or principles of this statement of policy
that criminal penalties may be imposed explaining why the Demand should not and the technical significance of the
on certain individuals employed by have been issued. violations and the surro nding
Arms constructing or supplyin basic
components of any utilisation acility if I11. Responsibilities circumstances.

Unless Commission consultation or
the individual knowingly and willfully The Executive Director for Operations notification is required by this policy.
violates NRC requirements such that a (EDO) and the principal enforcement the staff may depart. whm warranted in
begic component could be significantly officers of the NRC.the Deputy the public's interest. from this policy as
impaired. Section 235 provides that Executive Director for Nuclear Material provided in Section Vll." Exercise of
criminal penalties may be imposed on Safety. Safeguards and Operations Enforcement Discretion." The
persor.s who interfere with inspectors. Support (DEDS) and the Deputy . Commission will be provided written
Section 236 provides that criminal Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor notification of all enforcement actions
penalties may be imposed on persons Regulation. Regonal Operations. and involving civil penalties or orders. The
who attempt to or cause sabotage at a Research (DEDR). have been delegated Comminion will also be provided
nucitar facility or to nuclear fuel. the authority to approve or issue all notice in those cases where discretion is
Alleged or suspected criminal violations escalated enforcement actions.* The exercised as discussed in Section
of the Atomic Energy Act are reformd to DEDS is responsible to the EDO for the VII.B.6. In addition, the Commission
the Department of Justice for NRC enforcement programs. The Office will be consulted prior to taking action
appropriate action. of Enforament (OE) exercises oversight in the following situations (unless the

of and implements the NRC urgency of the situation dictates8. Procedural framework enNrcement programs. The Director, immediate action):
Subpart B of to CFR part 2 of NRC', OE.ects for the Deputy Executive (1) An action affecting a licensee's

regulations sets forth the procedure the Diroc. ors in enforcement matters in operation that requires balancing the
NRC uses in exercising its enforcorr.ent their ai.*ence or as delegated. public health and safety or common
authority. to CFR 2.201 sets forth the Subject M the oversight and direction defense and security implications of not
procedures for issuing notices of of OE. and with the approval of the operating with the potential radiological
violation, appropriate Deputy Executive Director. or other hazards associated with

The procedure to be used in assessing whm necessary, the regional offices continued operation:
civil penalties is set forth in to CFR normally issue Notices of Violation and (2) Proposals to impose civil penalties
2.205. This regulation provides that the proposed civil penalties. However, in amounts greater than 3 times the
civil penalty process is initiated by subject to the same oversight as the Severity Level I values shown in Table
issuing a Notice of Violation and regional offices, the Office of Nuclear 1A:
Proposed imposition of a Civil Penalty. Reactor Regulation (NRR) and the Office (3) Any proposed enforcement action
The licensee or other person is provided of Nuclear Material Safety and that involves a Severity Level I
an opportunity to contest in wnting the Safeguards (NMSS) may also issue violation:
proposed imposition of a civil penalty. Notices of Violation and proposed civil (4) Any enforcement action that
After evaluation of the response, the penalties for certain activities, invclves a finding of a material false

i

civil penalty may be mitigated, remitted. Enforcement orders are normally issued statement:
, |

or imposed. An opportunity is provided by a Deputy Executive Director or the (5) Exercising discretion for matters i

for a hearing if a civil penalty is Director. OE. However, orders may also meeting the criteria of Section Vll. A.1 i

l imposed. If a civil penalty is noi paid be issued by the EDO. especially those for Commission consultation; I

| following a hearing or if a hearing is not involving the more significant matters. (6) Refraining from taking i

! requested. the matter may be referred to The Directors of NRR and NMSS have enforcement action for matters meeting l
the U.S. Department of Justice to also been delegated authority to issue the criteria of Section Vll.B.2: j
institute a civil action in District Court. orders, but it is expected that normal (7) Any proposed enforcement action i

The procedure for issuing an order to use of this authority by NRR and NMSS that involves the issuance of a uvil
institute a proceeding to modify, will be confined to actions not Penalty or order to an unlicensed

I suspend. or revoke a license or to take associated with compliance issues. The individual or a civil penalty to a
t other action against a licensee or other Director. Office of the Controller, has licensed ructor operator: ,

;

person subject to the jurisdiction of the been delegated the authority to issue (8) Any action the EDO believes 1

- Commission is set forth in to CFR orders where licensees violate warnnts Commssie involument:
'

g,f,I p{e{re the staff (other t{,an the 01y,,7",' ion 01)
2.202. The licensee or any other person Commission regulations by nonpayment ' *' C

gy ,gadversely affected by the order may of license and inspection fees.
r* Port wrequest a hearing. The NRC la in recognition that the regulation of

authorized to make orders immediatel nuclear activities in many cases does staff) does not arrive at the same
effective if required to protect the pubbcnot lend itself to a mechanistic conclusions as those in the 01 report

'
health, safety, or interut. or if the treatment. judgment and discretion concomin issues ofintent if the 4

;

violation is willful. Section 2.204 sets must be exercised in determining the Director o Of concludes that
I out the procedures for issuing a Demand severity levels of the violations and the Commssion consultation is warranted.

*^
for Information (Demand) to a licensee appropriate enforcement sanctions.
or other person subject to the (10) Any proposed enforcement action

on which the Commission asks to beCommission's jurisdiction for the * 'wm "=l*'*d 'afom*a' *aion" u I"*"1'ed'purpose of determining whether an j $%7,$",*,*,[','|,*3 $ j" " |order or other enforcement action woi.n.n t., p, eg.m> o, .ny oro,,8,wo upon . 1

should be issued. The Demand does not not.non. I
l

|
1

. _ .
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iv. Severity of V6elatsees Supplements I through VM provida a repsutin vittation will d2 pend on ths.,

Itegulatory requirements 5 han namples and sern as guidance in circumstances, such as, but not limited'

varying degrees of safety, safeguards. or determining b appropriate severity - to, the number of times b violation has
!

environmental signi6cance. Bmfore, lent for violadons in each of the eight occurred, b similarity of 6 violations,

i h relatin impodance of each activity areas. However, the examples and their root causes, b edequacy of
| violation including both b technical am neither exhaustive nor controlling. previous correctin actions, the period

! signincance and the regulatory in addition. bee examples do not of time between b violadons, and the

! signincance is evaluated as b nrst step create new requirements. Each is signiBcance of the violations.

| in the enforcement procesa. designed to illustrate the signiScance
C. Willful ViolotionsConsequently, for purposes of formal bt b NRC places on a particular,

i enforcement action, violations an of violation of NRC requirements. Willfulviolations am by dennidon of
i normally categorised in terms of four of the examples in the supplements is {icular concern to the Commission1 levels of severity to show their relative Predicated on a violation of a regulatory use its segulatory program is based

j importance within each of b following requirement. on licensees and thele contractors.
; eight activity areas: Tne NRC reviews each case being employees, and agents acting with
j considered for enforcement action on its integrity and communicating withi,

1 FNifty own merits to ensure that the severity of canoor. Willful violations cannot be: euct
I lit. Safeguards; a violation is characterised at the level tolerated by either the Commission or a
J IV. Hestth Physics; best suited to the signi8cance of the licensee. Ucensees m expected to take
! V. Treasportatica: particular violation. In some cases, signincent remedial action in
- VI. Fuel C le and Meterials tions; special circumstances may warrant an responding to willful violations,

i Vll. Misce laneous Matta na adjustment to b severity lent commensurate with the circumstances,

| Vllt. Eampacy Pmpendaem categorization. such that it demonstrates b
| 1.icensed activities will be plamd in seriousness of the violation thereby

the activity ame most suitable in light of A. Aggregation of Violations creating a deterrent effect within the'

! the particular violation involved A group of Severity Level IV licensee's organisation. Although
including ectivitsee not directly covered violations may be evaluated in the removal of the person is not necessarily
by one of the above listed areas. e g.. aggregate and easigned a single, required, substantial disciplinary action,

i export license activities. Within each increased severity lent, thereby is expected.
| activity arse. Severity level I has been resulting in a Senrity Lawl m problem. Therefore, b severity level of a
! assigned to violations that are the most if the violations han the same violadon may be incmased if the
! signincant and Severity Lent IV underlying cause or programmatic circumstances surrounding the matter
| violations are the least significant. denciencies, or the violations invoin camless disregard of
: Severity Level I and !! vielstions an of contributed to or were unavoidable requirements, deception, or other

very significant regulatory concom. In consequences of the underlying indications of willfulness. The term'

general. violations that are included in problem. Normally. Seurity LevelIl " willfulness" as used in this policy,

| these severity categories involve actual and m violations am not aggregated into embraces a spectrum of violations
or high potential impact on b public. a b__igher severity level. ranging from deliberate intent to violate

; Senrity Level m violations are cause ne purpose of aggregating violations or falsify to and including camless
for significant regulatory concern. is to focus the licensee's attention on the disregard for requimments. Willfulness

! Severity Level IV violauons am less fundamental underlying causes for does not include acts which do not nse
j serious but are of more than minor which enforcement action appears to the level of careless dismgard, e.g.,

concem; i.e., if loft uncorncted, they warranted and to reflect b fact that inadurtent clerical errors in ai

| could lead to a more serious conom. several violations with a common cause document submitted to b NRC. In'

The Commission recognises that there may be more signincant collectively determining the specinc seventy level
; are other violations of minor safety or than individually and may therefore. of a violation involving willfulness,
1 environmental concern which are below warrant a more substantial enforcement consideration will be given to such
,

the level of significance of Severity action. factors as the position and
i 1.evelIV violations. These minor responsibilities of the person invotnd
j violations are not the subject of formal 8. RePetitin Violations in b violadon (e 3., licensee of6ciala
; enforcement action and are not usually The sentity level of a Severity Level or non supervisory employee). 6
; described in inspection reports. To the IV violation may be increased to significance of any underlying violation.
i extent such violations an described. Severity Level W. If the violation can be the intent of b violator (i.e.. careless
a they are noted as Non Cited Violations.* considered a repetitive violation? The disregard or delibersteness), and the
j Comparisons of significance between purpose of secelating b senrity lent economic or other advantage. if any.

activity amas are las propriate. For of a repetitive violation is to gained es a result of the violation. The4

j example. the immed of any hasard acknowledge b added significance of mlative weight given to each of these
|

to the public associa with severity the situation based on b licer.aee's
Lent ! violations in iteactor Operations failure to implement effective corrective a The term"l omdal a used in ihis
is not directly comparable to that action for b previous violation. The Pohey saasement staans a Rest time supervisor or

aben, e umand ladicdeal. a radiation every
] associated with Senrity Lawll decision to escalate b severity level of d8"' '' ** * *'b''''*d " "' d h"""d "'''"''i vfolations in FacilitI onstruction*C whether or not lissed on a 16 mesa Notwithsundmq
; 'The term "reperitive violation" or "stmilar en 6adividual's job title, severtty level

8 The term " requirement" as used in this policy violatnes" as used is this pohey surement sneens categottaattoe ter willful acts involving indmdua.s
means a legally binding rugulrenneet euch as e a violatles that reasonably could have been who can be considered licenses ofRcials will4

j statute, regolation license coedit6ea, techaical prevented by a liconess's corrective action br e consider several factore lacleding the postion of
specallcat6sa, or order. previous violettee normally occumrq tt) withis the ladividual reistive to the licenses's

: * A Non<ited Violetten (NCV)is a violettee that the past 2 years of the inspection at issue, or (2) the orgnalaational structure and the individual's
bas not been formelland toto a to CPR 2.2et Nottco perted within the Last two inspections, whichever responsibilities roledve to the oversisht of hcense.

; of ViolatiosL is loneer. activities and to the use oflicensed materul
1

i

a

'
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inctors in arriving at ths approprists is not h:Id. tha licenses will n:rmally is a matter cf public recor4. such as an
severity level will be dependent on the be requested to provide a written adjudicatory decision by b '

dtcumstances of the violadon. response to an inspection report. if Department of Labor. In addition, with
However. if a licensee refuses to correct issued, as to b licensee's views on the the 0pproval of the Executive Director
a minor violation within a reasonable apparent violations and their root for Operadons, conferencne will not be
time such that it willfully conunues, b caum and a descripdon of planned or open to b public where good cause has
violation should be categoriaod at least implemented corrective action. been shown aAer balancing b benefit
at a Severity 1.svol IV. During b predecisional enforcement of the public observation against the

conference, the licensee vendor, or potentialimpact on the agency's
D. Violadons of Reporting Requirements other persons willbe given an enforcement action la a particular case.

The NRC espects licensees to provide opportunity to provide information As soon as it is deternuned that a
complete, accurate, and timely consistent with the purpose of the confence willbe open to public
information and reports. Accordingly. conference, including an explanation to observation, the NRC will notify the
unless obrwise categorized in the the NRC of the immediate corrective licenses that the conference will be
Supplements, b severity level of a actions (if any) that were taken open to public observation as part of the
violation involving the failure to make following identification of the potential agency's trial progrem. Consistent with
a requimd mport to the NRC will be violation or nonconformance and the the agency's policy on open moedngs,
based upon the significance of and the long term comprehensive actions that "Stan Meedngs Open to Public."
circumstances surrounding the matter wm taken or will be taken to prevent Published September 20,1994 (59 FR
that should have been reported. recurrence. Licensese, vendore, or other 48340) the NRC intends to announce
However, the severity level of an persons will be told when a meeting is OPen conferences normally at least to
untimely report. In contrast to no report. a predecisional enforcement conference. working days in advance of conferences
n.sy be reduced depending on the A predecisional enforcement through (1) noticos posted in h Public
circumstances surrounding the matter. confance is a meeting between the Document Room. (2) a toll free

' A licensee will not normally be cited for NRC and the licensee. Conferences am telephone recording at 800-952-9674,
a failure to report a condition or event normally held in the regional omces and (3) a toll free electronic bulletin
unless the licensee was actually aware and are not normally open to public board at 800-952-9676. In addition. the
of h condition or event that it failed oburvation. However, a trial program is NRC will also issue a press release and
to report. A licensee will, on the other be ng conducted to open approximately notify appropriate State liaison omcers
hand. normally be cited for a failure to 25 percent of all eligible conferences for that a predecisional enforcement
report a condition or event if the public observation, i.e.. every fourth conference has been scheduled and that
licensee knew of the information to be eligible confmnce involving one of it is open to public observation.
reported, but did not recognize that it three categories of licensees (reactor, The public attending open
was required to make a report. hospital, and other materials licensees) conferences under h inal program may

V. Predecisional Enforament will be open to the public. Confances observe but not participate in the

Lifmaca will not normally be open to the public conference. It is noted that the purpose

if the enforcement action being of conducting open conferences under
Whenever the NRC has loamed of the the trial program is not to maximizecontem lated.

existence of a potential violation for (1) Would b"e taken against an Public attendance. but rather to
which escalated enfcrcement action individual, or if the action, though not detennine whether providing the public
appears to be warranted, or recurnns taken against an individual. turns on with opportunities to be informed of
nonconformance on the part of a whether an individual has committed NRC activities is compatible with the

d NRC's ability to exercise its regulatoryvendor, the NRC may provide an
opportunity for a predecisiot.at wronboing:volves significant personneland safety responsibilities. Therefore,(2)
enforcement confmnce with the failums whm the NRC has requested members of the public will be allowed
licensee, vendor, or other person befom that the individual (s) involved be access to b NRC regional omces to

taking enforcement action. The purpose present at the conference: attend open enforcement conferences in
of the confmnce is to obtam (3)Is based on the findings of an NRC accordance with the " Standard
information that will assist the NRC in Omco of Investigations report; or Operating Procedures For Providing
determining the appropriate (4) Involves safeguards mformation, Secunty Support For NRC Hearings And
enforcement action such as:(1) A Privacy Act information,orinformation Meetings." published November 1.1991
common understanding of facts, root which could be consided proprietary: (56 FR 56251). These procedures
causes and missed opportunities In addition, conferences will not provide that visitors may be subject to
associated with the apparent violations, normally be open to the public if: personnel screening, that signs. banners.
(21 a common understanding of (5) The conference involves medical posters, etc.. not larger than 18" be
corrective action taken or planned and misadministrations or ovmxposume permitted. and that disruptive persons
(3) a common understanding of the and the conference cannot be conducted may be removed.
significance of issues and the need for without disclosing the exposed Members of the public attending open

lasting comprobensive corrective action. Individual's name: or conferences will be reminded that (1)
If the NRC concludes that it has (6)'the conference will be conducted the appent violations discussed at

sufficient information to make an by telephone or the conference will be predecisional enforcement confances
informed enforcement decision, a conducted at a relatively small are subject to further review and may be
confmnce will not normally be held licensee's facility. subject to change prior to any resulting
unless the licensee requests it. However. Notwithstanding meeting any of these enforcement action and (2) the
an opportunity for a confmnce will criteria, a conference may still be open statements of views or expressions of

normally be provided before issuing an if time conference involves issues related opinion made by NRC employees at
order based on a violation of h rule on to an ongoing adjudi atory proceeding predecisional enforcement conferences.
Deliberate Misconduct or a civil penalty with one or more intervonors or whm or the lack thereof. are not intended to
to an unlicensed person. lf a confance the evidentiary basis for the conference represent final determinations or beliefs

t ..
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' '' Persons attending open confmnces will to be undw oath. Normally, responses management involvement in licensed

| be provided an opportunity to submit under oath will be required only in activities and a decreass in protection of
'

wntten comments concerning h tnal connection with Seventy Level I. U. or h public health and safety,
program anonymously to b rel onal UI violations or orders,i
omco. Does comments will be The NRC uses b Notice of Violation 1. Base Civil Penalty

subsequently forwarded to the Director as the usual method for formalisi th* The NRC im different levels of
of the Office of Enforcement for review existence of a violation. lasuance a penalties for di rent severity level
and considwetion. Notim of Violation is normally the only violations and different classes of

When needed to protect the public enforcement action taken, except in I consees, vendors, and other persons.
health and safety c coramon defense cases where h criteria for issuance of Tables 1A and 1B show the base civil
and security, acalated enforcement civil penalties and orders. as set forth in penalties for various reactor, fuel cycler,
action, such as the issuance of an Sections VI.B and VI.C. respectively, are materials, and vendor pro 6 rems. (Civil
immediately effective order, will be met. Howevw. special circumstances penalties issued to individuals are
taken before h conference. In these regarding the violation findings may determined on a case by case basis.) The
cases, a conference may be held aAer the warrant discretion being exercised such structum of these tables generally takes

that b NRC refrems from issuing [gPrimary considereuon and the

escalated enforcement action is taken. into account the gravity of the violation
IC" #

",Ia
Sect

VI. Enforcement Actions g on **) ty i Pay as a sacadarynis section desaibes the in ad on, licensees are not ordinarily " " " " 'enforcement sanctions available to the cited for violations resulting from g88"t eriNRC and specifies the condluons under mattm not within their control. such as . ** *"d "* Peendal8' " " "which each may be used. The basic equipment failures that were not * ""9"*""I" b ublic and licensee
'mP oyees receive hi.Pgher civilenforcement sanctions an Notices of avoidable by reasonable licensee quality lViolation. civil penalties, and orders of assurance measums or management

various types. As discussed further in controls. Generally, however, licensees [ ora ties. Regarding the secondarya y as classes d ,Section VI.D. related administrative an held responsible for the acts of hir
actions such as Noticos of emplo . Accordingly,this policy hcensees to , pay &e cM penalties, it is

,

not the NRC s intention that theNonconformance, Notices of Deviation, shout be construed to excuse economic impact of a civil penalty be soConfirmatory Action letters. Letters of p9tsonnel errors, severe that it puts a licenase out ofReprimand, and Demands for
Information are used to supplement the B. Civit Penalty businesa (orders, rather than civil

enforcement program. In selecting h A civil penalty is a monetary penalty penalties, are used when the intent is to
enforcement sanctions or administrative that may be imposed for violation of(t) suspend or terminate licensed activities)
actions, the NRC will considw certain specified licensing provisions of or adversely affects a licensee's ability
enforcement actions taken by other the Atomic Energy Act or to safely conduct licensed activities.

Federal or State regulatory bodies supplementary NRC rules or orders: (2) The determnt effect of civil penalties is
best serad when the amounts of thehaving concurrent jurisdiction such as any requirement for which a license

in transportation matters. Usually, may be revoked: or (3) reporting Penalties take into account a licensee's
whenever a violation of NRC requirements under section 206 of the ability to pay. In determining the

requirements of more than a minor Energy Reorganization Act. Civil amount of civil penalties for licensees
for whom the tables do not reflect theconcem is identified. enforcement penalties are designed to deter future

action is taken. The nature and extent of violations both by the involved licensee ability to pay or the gravity of the
violation, the NRC will consider as

the enforcement action is intended to as well as by ohr licensees conducting
reflect the seriousness of the violation similar activities and to emphasize the necessary an increase or decrease on a

,

involved. For the vast majority of need for licensees to identify violations case-by-case basis. Normany,if a
licensee can demonstrate Anancialviolations, a Notice of Violation or a and take prompt comprehensive

Notice of Nonconformance is the normal corrective action. hardship, the NRC will consider

action. Civil penalties are considered for Payments over time. including interest.
Severity Level III violations. In addition, rather than reducing the amount of the

A. Notice of Violation dvil penalties will normally be assessed civil enalty. However where a licenseeP

A Notice of Violation is a written for Severity tavel I and II violations and claims financial hardship, the licensee
notice setting forth one or more knowing and conscious violations of the will normally be required to address
violations of a legally binding reporting requirements of section 206 of why it has sufficient resources to safely
requirement. The Notics of Violation the Energy Reorganization Act. conduct licensed activities and pay
normally requires the recipient to Civil penalties are used to encourage license and inspection fees
provide a written statement describing prompt identification and prompt and 2.CivilPenalty Assessment
(1) the reasons for the violation or,if comprehensive conection of violations,
contested, the basis for disputing the to emphasize compliance in a manner in an effort to (1) emphasize the
violation: (2) cormctive steps that have that deters future violations, and to importance of adherence to
been taken and the results achieved;(3) serve to focus licensees * attention on requirements and (2) reinforce prompt
corrective steps that will be taken to violations of significant regulatory self.identincation of problems and root
prevent recurrence; and (4) the date concern. causes and prompt and comprehensive
when full compliance will be achieved. Although management involvement, correction of violations, the NRC
The NRC may waive all or portions of direct or indirect. in a violation may reviews each proposed civil penalty on
a written response to the extent relevant lead to an increase in h civil penalty, its own merits and, after considering all
information has already been provided the lack of management involvement relevant circumstances, may adjust the
to the NRC in writing or documented in may not be used to mitigate a civil base civil penalties shown in Table 1 A
an NRC inspection report. The NRC may penalty. Allowing mitigation in the and 1B for Severity Level 1. II. and !!!
require responses to Notices of Violation latter case could encourage the lack of violations as descnbed below. ,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ l
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lI Th3 civil penalty assessment process whether ths lic2nsee's ccrrective actions each violaticn er probl:m. absent tha
considers four decisional points:(al are prompt and comprehensive; and (d) exercise of discretion. is limited to one *

Whether the licensee has had any whether. in view of all the of the following three results: no civil
previous escalated enforcement action circumstances. the matter in question penalty, a base civil penalty, or a base

; (regardless of the activity areal during requires the exercise of discation. civil penalty escalated by 100%. The
the past 2 years or past 2 inspections. Although each of these decisional flow chart presented below is a graphic
whichever is longer:(b) whether the points may have several associated representation of the civil penalty

,

licensee should be given credit for considerations for any given caso, the assessment procesa. '

actions related to identi$ cation:(c) outcome of the asesenment process for enasse osse nes e w
|

;

1

.

O
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!' Io. fnetrol escalated oction. When ths (i) Whtthst the probirm requiring licensee cmdit for actions related to
! NRC determines that a non willful corrective action was NRC identified, identincation normally should consider
i Senrity Level 10 violation or problem licensee identified, or revealed through h use of discovery, whehr b event
! has occurnd, and the licensee has not an ennt;'

occurred as the result of a licensee self.
had any previous escalated actions (ii) Whether prior opportunities monitoring effort (i.e., whehr the
(regardless of the activity area) dunng existed to identify the problem requiring licensee was "looking for the problem").

-

; & past 2 years or 2 inspections, correctin action, and if so, the age and the d oflicensee initiative in I
whichever is longer, the NRC will number of those opportunities: Identi ng the problem or problerns

''

cocaider whother b licensee's (iii) Whether the problem was requiring correcun action. and whether
'

'

corrective action for the present renaled as the result u a licensee self. prior o unities existed to identify.

i v51edon or problem is reasonably monitoring effort, such as conducting an the p m.
prompt and comprobensive (see the audit, a test, a surveillara:e. a design Any of these cor.siderations may be

. di=ruaaion under Section VI.B.2.c. review, or troubleshootina: overriding if particularly noteworthy or'
below). Using 2 years as the basis for (iv) For a problem reven' led through particularly egregious. For example, if
enesamment is expected to cover mag an event, the saae of discovery, and the the event ocx:urred as the result of
situations, but considering a slightly degree oflicensee initiative in conducting a surveillance or similar

'

longer or shorter period might be identifying the root cause of the self monitoring effort (i.e., the licensee*

wervented based on the circumstances Problem and any associated violations: was looking for the problem). the
! of a particular case.The starting point (v) For NRC identified issues, whether IJcensee shot ld normally be ginn credit
i of this period should be considered the the licensee would likely ha" for identifice ion. As a second instanm.
'

date when the licensee was put on identined the issue in the same time- even if the problem was easily
. notice of the need to take corrective Pened if the NRC had not been discovered b.g., revealed by a large spill
I action. For a licensee idenulled in nived of liquid), tl 4 NRC rney choose to give
! violation or an event, this would be (vi) For NRC identified issuu. rndit becatse noteworthy licensee '

when the licensee is aware ht a whether the licensee should have effort was exerted in ferreting out the4

- problear or violation exists requiring identified the issue (and taken action) root cause and associated violations, or
I corrective action. For an NRC identified "'II*''*ad

violotloa. the startin point would be (vil) For cases in which & NRC simply because no prior opportunities

when the NRC puts t e licensee on identifies the overell problem requiring (e.34 procedural cautions, post-

notics, which could be during h cornctin acdon (eg.. a programmatic maintenance testing, quality control
failures, readily observable m eerI"*"'I the degree of licensee initiati" trends, or repeated or lockinspection, at the inspection exit

7,M',n'A"'"a"m's",'d"3"'"
FAa"adg[d= g;r;,yy'a'e*ia P cuaa **"T aia d 'a

i
q

(iiijhC
, ,

corrective action.If the corrective action is judged to be'

tified When a problem i

(2) Although some cases any consider requidng correctin action is NRC-hrompt and comprehensive, a Notice of all f the above factors, the importance
identifted. the decision on whether to iiolation normall should be issued

with no associatedcivil penalty. If h f each factor will va y based on the gin Go limnsee credit for actions ;
correctin action is judged to be less type of case as discussed in the related to Identification should
than prompt and comprehensive the following generel guldence: nonnally be based on an additional
Notice of Violation normally should be (i) Licensee-!denufted. Whe a question: should b licensee haveroblem requinng cornetive action is

ficonsee identified (i.e., identified ,,asonably identified the problem (andleeued with a base civil penalty.
b. Credit for actions related to taken action) wrlier?

identificouon. (11If a Severity Lent I or before the problem has resulted in an In most cases, this reasoning may be
II violation or a willful Senrity Level III event), the NRC should normally give based simply on the ease of the NRC
violation has occurred-or if, during the the licensee credit for actions related to inspector's discovery (e.g., conducting a
past 2 years or 2 inspections, whichever identification. regardless of whehr walkdown, observing in h control
is longer, the licensee has ban issued Prior o stunities existed to identify room, performing a confirmatory NRC
at leset one other escalated action-the the p m. radiation survey, hearing a cavitating
civil penalty assessment should (ii) Identified Through an Event. pump, or finding a valve obviously out
normally consider the factor of When a problem requiring cornctive of position). In some cases, h
identiScation in addition to corrective action is identified through an ennt, licensee's missed opportunities to
action (see the discussion under Section the decision on whether to gin the identify the problem might include a
VI.8.2.c. below). As to identification, similar previous violation. NRC or
the N3|C should consider whether the ""'(*j,b",*;gi ""' industry notices internal audits or,
licensee should be given credit for eqwpment or penannet, resdny obewua by hunnes readily observable trends.
actione related to ident16 cation. on.orvmon w ineervewowloa. or m a radioiesace: If the NRC identi6es h violation but

in each case, the decision should be imp.ci on personnel w the envimanens in aceu concludes that, under h
focused on identification of b probiern '' '*** L*'''Y imi'* *** h " ** *'''* P***'* *l

pj,'*,%, ',7*'"
circumstances. the licensee's actions

requiring correctin action. In other 7 ,,Y M *,," j* related to Identification wm not
words, although giving credit for equipment failum discovered through a spill of unreasonable. the matter would be
IdentiScotion and Corrective Action liquid. a loud noise. the tellure to have a system treated as licensee-identified for
should be separate decisions, the '"P*ad P''P"'F a' " *aa uacia'" *1 arm "**ld urposes of assessing h civil penaltv

(*$Q*a'Q*'Y*',*'",d"''',**dd*,$,
Identification credit shifts to whether

concept of Identification presumes ht such caws, the question of, ,, , ,
the identifier recognizes the existence of similarly. it a licensee discovered. throvsh
a problem, and understands that quetwty dosimary rendiass. that emP oyees hed the licensee should be penalized forl
corrective action is needed. Th, t== ineyiety monisored for rediation.th* NRC's identification of the problem
decision on Identification requires ("jg,M" ""*,*,IM,'*ja* I'.*u '**. dinesd . (iv) Mixed Identification. For "m -:onsidering all the circumstances of ei,cio,e4. ,, ,,,po. ,,, ,he issue ovid be identification situations (i.e., whe~
dentification including: consider d an event. multiple violations exist some NFt

I
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-

id:ntifi2d. soms licensee identified, or Th3 evaluation of missed Re
le g.,gardless of other circumstances

,,
; whom the NRC prompted b licensee to opportunities should normally depend past enforcement history,! take action that resulted in the on whether the infonnation available to identincation), b licensee's correctivei identincation of the violation), the the licensee should reasonably have actions should always be evaluated as

NRCs evaluation should normally caused action that would have part of b civil penalty assenment
.

determine whether the licenses could prevented the violation. Missed promas. As a reflection of the'
reasonably have been expected to opportunities is normally not applied importance ginn to this factor, an NRC
identify the violation in the NRC's where the licensee appropriately judgment that the licensee's corrective:

!
absence. This determination should reviewed the opportunity for action has not been prompt andI

considw. among other things, h timing application to its activities and comprehensin will always result in
i of b NRC's disconry, b information reasonable action was eithw taken or issuing at least a base civil penalty.j

available to the licensee that caused the lP anned to be taken within a reasonable In asassains this factor, consideration
i NRC concom the specincity of the time. will be given to the tirneliness of the

NRC's concwn, b scope of b in some situations the missed corrective action (including the-! licensee's efforts, the level of licensee Opportunity is a violation in itself. In promptness in developing h schedule; resources sinn to b innstigation, and these cases, unless the missed for long twm correctin action). the'

whether the NRC's path of analysis bad Opportunity is a Severity IAvelIII adequacy of the licensee's root cause
; been dismissed or was being pursued in violadon in itself. the missed analysis for the violation, and, given the
-

parallel by h licensee. Opportunity violation may be grouped signi8cance and complexity of the
'

1 3 ' *' with the other violations into a single issue, the comprehensiveness of the
add sym of Severity level Ill " problem." However, corrective action (i.e.. whehr the

i each violation (and may have identined if the missed opportunity is the ont action is focused narrowly to the
the violations), but failed to recognize violadon then it should not norma ly be specinc violation or broadly to the

dtk e c unted twice (i.e.. both as the violation general area of conam). Enn in cases
actIo Where and as a missed op rtunity " double when the NRC, at h time of b4 ry com ens v

. this is true, the decision on whether to c unting )unless e number of enforcement conference, identifies'
J gan licensee credit for actions related to .PPortunities missed was particularly additional peripheral or minor

incant. corrective action still to be taken the
,, siybe timing of h missed opportunity| Identincation should focus on

j identincadon of the problem requinns licensee may be given medit in this area.
cornctive action le g., the prograrnmatic should also be considered. While a rigid as long as the licensee's actions

; breakdown). As such. depending on the time frame s unnecessary,a 2 year addmesed b underlying root cause and
j chronology of the various violations, the period should genwelly be considered are considered sufficient to prevent

earliest of the individual violations for consistency in implementation, as recumnce of the violation and similar4

j might be considered missed the period reflecting relatinly curmnt ' violations.
i opportunities for the licensee to have performance. Normally, b judgment of the

(3) When the NRC determines that b adequacy of correctin actions willidentined the larger problem.
licensee should recein credit for hinge on whether the NRC had to take

4
'

(v) Missed Opportunities to identify. actions related to Identification.h action to focus the licensee's evaluativej Missed opportunities include prior civil penalty assessment should and orrective process in ordw to obtainnotincations or missed opportunities to normally result in either no civil comp 'shensive corrective action. This
identify or prevent violations such as (1) penalty or a base civil penalty, based on will rormally be judged at b time of

-

; through normal surveillances. audits, or whether Corrective Action is judged to b w forcement conference (e.g., byj quality assurance (QA) activities;(2) be reasonably prompt and outlining substantive additional areas
through prior nodce i.e., specific NRC or comprehensin. When the licensee is

where corrective action is needed).
i

! industry notification; or (3) through not given credit for actions related to Earlier informal discussions between; other reasonable indication of a identification, the civil penalty the licensee and NRC inspectors orI potential problem or violation. such as assessment should normally result in a management may result in improvedobservations of employees and Notice of Violation with either a base corrective action, but should not
contractors, and failure to take effective civil penalty or a base civil penalty normally be a basis to deny credit for

,

cornctin steps. It may include findings escalated by 100%. depending on the Corrective Action. For cases in whichi of the NRC, the licensee. or industry quality of Corrective Action, because the & licensee does not get credit formade at other facilities operated by the llconsee's pwformance is clearly not - actions related to Identification becauselicensee where it is raaaaanble to expect acceptable. 6 NRCidentined the problem the
4

the licenses to take action to identify or c. Credit for prompt and aaaaaament of the licensee's corrective
;
'

prevent similar problems at the facility comprehensive corrective action. The action should begin from the time whensubject to the enforcement action at purpose of the Corrective Action factor b NRC put b Ilconsee on notice of
1
'

issue. In assessing this factor, is to encourage licensees to (1) take the h problem. Notwithstanding eventual{ considwation will be given to, arnong immediate actions necessary upon good comprehensin cornctive action if
; other things, the opportunities available discovery of a violation that will restore immediate corrective action was not'

to discovw h violation, the ease of
safety and compliance with the license, taken to restore safety and compliancedisconry, h similarity between the regulation (s), or other ufrement(s); once the violation was identined,:

violation and b notification, the and (2) develop and imp ment (in a correctin action would not beperiod of time between when & timely manner) the lasting actions that considered prompt and comprehensive.violation occurred and when & will not only prevent recutance of the Corrective action for violationsnotification was issued. the action taken violation at issue, but will be involving discrimination should
(or planned) by the licensee in response appropriately comprehensin. ginn b normally only be considered
to the notification, and the lent of significance and complexity of the comprehensin if the licensee takes
management review that the notification violation, to prevent occurrence of prompt, comprehensive corrective
received (or should have recoind). violations with similar root causes. action that (1) addresses the broader ,

-- _-
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environment for ramng safity concerns
correction of an impropurly constructed willfulness.Otherwise a pnor

.in tha workplace, and (2) provides a safety related system or component;or
remedy for the particular discrimination (ii) The licensee's quahty assurance opportunity for a huring on the order

is afforded. For cases in which the NRCat issue.
program implementation is not adequate believes a basis could reasonably existd. Exercise of discretion. As provided to provide confidence that construction for not taking the action as proposed,in Section Vll. " Exercise of Discretion." activities are being properly carned out;

discretion may be exercised by either (c) When the licensee has not
the licensee will ordinarily be afforded

escalating or mitigating the amount of - responded adequately to other
an opportunity to show why the order
should not be issued in the proposedthe civil penalty determined after enforcement action: manner by way of a Demand for

'
applying the civil penalty adjustment (d) When the licensee interfes with Information. (See to CFR 2.204).Sctors to ensure that the proposed civil the conduct of an inspection or D. Related administrative actions. Inpenalty reflects the NRC's concem investigation; or addition to the formal enforcementregarding the violation at issue and that (e) For any reason not mentioned actions. Notices of Violation, civil,

it conveys the appropnate rnessage to above for which license revocation is penalties, and orders, the NRC also uses
the licensee. However. in no instance legally authorized. administrative actions, such as Notices
will a civil penalty for any one violation Suspensions may apply to all or part of Deviation. Notices of
exceed $100.000 per day. of the licznsed activity. Ordinarily, a Nonconformance. Confirmatory Action

licensed activity is not suspended (nor lattm Letters of Reprimand,and
TA8LE 1 A.-Base Civil Penalties is a suspension prolonged) for failure to Demands for Information to supplement

comply with requirements whm such its enforcement program. The NRC
a. Power reacsors 5100.000 failure is not willful and adequata expects licensees and vendors to adhere
b. Fuel tabncesprs, indusetal corrective action has been taken. to any obligations and commitments

processors. are nosperder 3. Revocation Orders may be used: resulting from these actions and will not
soors fuei and monnored re. (a) When a licensee is unable or hesitate to issue appropriate orders toenevatse storage ww=maans 25.000 unwilling to comply with NRC ensure that these obligations andc. Tees reacsors, rmas and ura- uirements: commitments are met.nium corwersson tecanes ) When a licensee refuses to cornet 1. Notices of Deviation are writtenconvectors, vendors, wease a violation; notices describing a licensee's failure to

g'f"y'' l'c* news, and n-
d

(c) When licensee does not respond to satisfy a commitment where the** '0 000
a Notice of Violation where a response commitment involved has not been,,

a,,n,,, ,%,c,, ,, ,,,, ,n,. was required:
made a legally b,in, ding requirement. Aw i,c n, . . 5.000 (d) When a licensee refuses to pay an Notice of beviation requests a licenseeapplicable fu under the Commission's to provide a written explanation or' This apphes to noreross connunone not mgulations; or
statement describing corrective steps0**r*** C88890n2*d " ''s taNo. moose * (e) For any other reason for which taken (or planned), the results achieved.,',','n,W ' ""''**' A"'***'** * ""d 8"

revocation is authorized under section and the date when corrective action will
*'

186 of the Atomic Energy Act (e g.. any be completed.
TABLE 18.-BASE Cnnt. PENALTIES condition which would warrant refusal 2. Notices of Nonconformance are

,

i of a license on an original application). written notices describing vendor's
Base crve pen. 4. Cease and Desist Orders may be failures to meet commitments which

aRy amours (Per- used to stop en unauthorized activity have not been made legally bindingseventy level cent of amours that has continued after notification by requirements by NRC. An example is a
totedQTable the NRC that the activity is commitment made in a procurement

unauthorized. contract with a licensee as required byi too 5. Orders to unlicensed persons. 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix B. Notices of
m.

. so including vendors and contractors, and Nonconformances request non licensees
n.

50 employees of any of them,are used to provide written explanations or
,

|
when the NRC has identified deliberate statements describing corrective stepsC. Orders. An order is a written NRC misconduct that may cause a licensee to (taken or planned), the results achieved,directive to modify. suspend. or revoke be in violation of an NRC requirement the dates when corrective actions willa license: to cease and desist from a or whm incomplete or inaccurate be completed, and measures taken to

given practice or activity; or to take such information is deliberately submitted or preclude recurrence.
other action as may be proper (see 10 where the NRC loses its reasonable 3. Confirmatory Action letters areCFR 2.202). Orders may also be issued assurance that the licenses will meet letters confirming a licensee's orin lieu of, or in addition to. civil NRC requirements with that person vendor's agreement to take certainpenalties, as appropriate for Severity involved in licensed activities. actions to remove significant concemsLevel 1. II. or Ill violations. Orders may Unless a separate response is about health and safety, safeguards, orI be issued as follows: warranted pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, a the environment.'

t. L.icense Modification orders are Notice of Violation need not be issued 4. Letters of Reprimand are lettersissued when some change in licensee where an order is based on violations addressed to individuals subject to
equipment, procedures, personnel, or described in the order. The violations Commission jurisdiction identifying a
management controls is necessary. described in an order need not be significant de8ciency in their2. Suspension Orders may be used: categorized by severity level. performance of licensed activities.

(a) To remove a threat to the public Orders are made effective 5. Demands for Information arehealth and safety. common defense and immediately, without prior opportunity demands for information from licensees
security, or the environment; for hearing, whenever it is determined or other persons for the purpose of

(b) To stop facility construction when, that the public health, interest, or safety enabling the NRC to determine whether
(i) Further work could preclude or so requires, or when the order is an order or other enforcement action

significantly hinder the identification or responding to a violation involving should be issued.

__ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - _ -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ .___
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Vll. Exercise of Discreties (e) Situations when the excessive when discretion should be considered
-

Notwithstanding the normal guidance duration of a problem has resulted in a for departing from b normal approach
contained in this policy, as provided in substantial increase in risk: in Section VI.B include but are not
Section 15. " Responsibilities." b NRC (f) Situations when the licenses made limited to the following:4

a conscious decision to be in 1. I icensee identl6ed Severity L4 velmay chooes to emordse discretion and
; elbr oecalate or mi to enforument necepliance in ordw to obtain an IV Violations, ne NRC with b

ecumic benent w approval of the Regional Administratorsancdons within b ission's'
statutory authority to ensum that the (3) Cases involving b loss of a or his designes, may refrain from

Source. In addidon. unless b licenses issuing a Notice of Violadon for aresuldng enformment action
appropriately reflects b level of NRC self identi6es and reports the loss to the Sevwity !.avelIV violadon that is
concern relanting the violadon at issue NRC, these cases should normally result documented in an inspection report (or
and anveys the appropriate message to in 8 civu Pea in an amount at least ofBcial Sold notes for some material

in the onier of e cost of an authorized moos) and described therein as a Non.1 g ij,,,'
t

disposal of the material or of the transfer Cited Violation (NCV) provided that th
A. Escalet/oa ofKn/orcement Sanctions of the material to an subriand inspection report includes a brief

no NRC masiders violations mdplent. description of the corrective action and
categorized at Severity level I. D or IE 2. Orders. The NRC may, where that the violadon meets all of thea

to be of signi8 cant regulatory concern. necessary or desirable, issues orders in following criteria:'

If b application of the normal conjunction with or in lieu of dvil (a)It was identlSed by the licensee,
'

guidance in this policy does not result Pealda m achim w fwmalise including identl8 cation through an4

corrective actions and to detw further event-
approvefrepriate sanction, with the
in an ap

meumace of serins violadons. (b)It was not a violation that couldor the appropriate Deputyi
i Executive Director and consultation 3. Daily dvil neities. In ordw to reasonab be expected to have been
1 with th 20 and Cornmission. m recognize th a ded technical safety preven by the licensee's cornctive

wamated, the NRC may apply its full Signi5cance or regulatory signincance action for a previous violation or a
I enforament authority where b action for those cases where a very strong previous thansee nnding that occurmd
; is warranted. NRC action may include manage is wamnted fw a signincant within the past 2 years of the inspection

violauon that cunnues fw mom than(1) escalating civil pena!Use. (2) (sauing at issue, or the period within th last
i app priate orders, and (3) assessing one day, the NRC may exacise two inspections, whichevw is longer; |
~

dvi penalties for continuing violations discretion and assess a separate (c)It was or will be corrected within
violation and attendant civil penalty uP a reasonable time, by specinc cornctive |

on a per day basis, up to the statutoby, to the statutwy limit of $1M000 foraction committed to by the licensee by 1limit of $100.000 r violation, per
1. Civil penalti Notwithstanding each day b violada cuunn. no the end of the inspection. including )

the outcome of the normal dvil penalty NRC may exercise this discretion if e immediate corrective action and
assessment rocess addressed in Section licensee was aware or clearly should comprehensive armetive action to

| VI.B. the NI C may exercise discretion have been aware of a violation, or if the prevent recurrena:
i by either proposing a dvil penalty licznsee had an op unity to identify (d)lt was not a willful violation or if
| where application of the factors would and correct the vio ation but failed to do it was a willful violation;

so. (i)ne information concerning theotherwies result in aero penalty or by
escalating the amount of the roeutting B. Mitigation of Enforcement Sanctions violation, if not requimd m be mponed.

m NRC may exercise discation and EP PtlyJrov ed to p priateci base o the base

i proposed civil nelty reflects the ,"r otfceof [" "" '
, stio ,if e o tco

signincanco of a circumstances and
; of b armal pmcw decrbd 6 m% sm wM % Mg
' Section VI.B does not result in a a low level individual (and not am to the icon Co sults on

with b Commission is required if the sanction consistent with an appropr ate licensee official as denned in Section
. deviation in th amount of the civil regulat ry message. In addition, even if IV.C):

the NRC exercises this discation, when (lii) ne violation appears to be theI nelty proposed under this discretion
| m the amount of the dvil penalty the licenses failed to make a requimd isolated action of the employee without
! assessed undw b normal proase is report to the NRC. a to management involvement and the

more than two times the base dvil enforcement acti n ' I normally be violation was not caused by lack of
'

issued for the licensee's failun to make management oversight as evidenced byI penalty shown in Tables 1A and 15.
: Exarnples when this discretion should a required report. b approval of the either a history ofisolated willful
! be considered include, but are not Director, OfBce of Enforcement, with violations or a lack of adequate audits
i limited to the foi consultation with the appropriate or supervision of employees; and

(a) Problema ca at Severity Deputy Executive Director as warranted. ~(ivl SigniScant remedlal action
levelI or H. is rmiuired for exercising discretion of commensurete with the circumstances

'. (b) Overexposures. or releasse of the type described in Section VH.B.1.b was taken by b licensee such that it
radiological matwiel in excess of NRC where a willful violation is involved, demonstrated the seriousness of the

I requirements; and of the types described in Sections violation to other employees and
(c) Situations involving perucularly VILB.2 through VB.B.5. Commission contractors, thereby creating a deterrent

poor licensee performance, or involving consultation is required for exercising effect within b licensee's organization.,

willfulnees: discretion of the type described in Although removal of b employee from
(d) Situations when b licensee's Section VILB.2 and the approval of the licensed activities is not necessanly

'

previous enforcement history has been appropriate Deputy Executive Director required, substantial disciplinary action
' particularly poor, or when th current and Commission nouncation is required is expected.
i violation is directly repeutive of an for exercising the discretion of the type 2. Violations identined During
| earlier violation: descrbd in Section VU B 6. Examples Extended Shutdowns or Work

|

>
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j Stoppages. The NRC may refrain from violation was caused by conduct that is
action when b licensee has addressed

*

issuing a Nodcs of Violation or a not reasonably linked to present b overall work environment for raismg
a

proposed civil penalty for a violation performance (normally, violations bt safety concerns and has publicized that
a

that is identined sher (i)the NRC has are at least 3 years old or violadons a complaint of discrimination for'

taken signiScant enforcement action occurring during plant construction) engaging in protected activity was made
based upon a ma)or salsey event and bre had not been prior notice so to the DOL that the matter was settledcontributing to an extended shutdown that b licensee shocid have rusonably to b satisfaction of the employw (the
of an operating reactor or a material identlRed b violation earlier. This terms of the speciSc settlement
licensee (or a work stoppego at a exercise of discretion is to place a agreement need not be ed), and that.

. c snstruction site), or lii) the licensee Premium on licensees initiating efforts if b DOL Aree Ollks d
; enters an extended shutdown or work to identify and correct subtle violadons discrimination, the licensee has taken

stoppage related to genmily poor that are not likely to be idenuned by action to positively reemphasias that
performance over a long period of time, routine efforts before degreded safety discrimination will not be tolerated.
provided that b violation is systems are called upon to work. Similarly, the NRC may refrain from,

documentM M an inspection repoet (o, 4. Violations identined Due to taking enforcement action if a licensee
official Reic : stes for some material Previous Escalated Enforcement Action, settles a matter promptly after a person
cases) and that it meets all of b The NRC may refrain from issuing a comes to the NRC without going to thei

following criteria: Notiu of Violation or a proposed civil DOL Such discretion would normally
(a) It was either licensee identined as Penalty for a violation that is identined not be exercised in cases in which the

i a result of a comprobensive program for after the NRC has taken escalated limnase does not appropriately address
problem identl Acation and cornction enforcement action for a Severity I.4 vel b overall work environment (e.g., by

: that was developed in respono to the D or m violation, provided that the using training, postings, revised policies
. shutdown or identified as a result of an violation is documented in an or procedures, any maary
| employee allegation to the licensee: (if inspection report (or official field notes disciplinary action. etc., to
! the NRC identi6es the violation and all for some material cases) that includes a communicate its policy against

of the obr criteria are met, the NRC decription of the corrective action and discrimination) or in cases that involve:
should determine whether enforcement that it meets all of the following criteria: allegations of discrimination as a result,

action is necessary to achieve remedial (a) It was licensee identified as, part of of providing informatf ort directly to the
action, or if discretion may still be the corrective action for the previous NRC, allegations of discrimination

g,,,,) escalated enforcement action: caused by a manager above first line,

if,is based u n activities of the (b)It has the same or similar root supervisor (consistent with current
licensee rior to t events leading to cause as the violation for which Enforcement Policy classincation of
the shut own: escalated enforcement action was Severity LevelI or D violations).

(c)It would not be categorized at a issued: allegations of discrimination where a
severity level higher than Severity Level , (c) It does not substantially change the history of findings of discrimination (by
g', safety significance or the character of b DOL or the NRC) or settlements

(d)It was not willful; and the regulatory concern arising out of the suggests a programmatic rather than an
(e) The licensee's decision to restart initial violation: and isolated discrimination problem, or

. (d)It was or will be corrected-the plant requires NRC concurrence. allegations of discrimination which
3. Violations Involving Old Design including immediate corrective action appear particularly blatant or egregious.

Issues. The NRC may refrein from and long term comprehansive correctiv* 6. Violations Involving Special
proposing a civil penalty for a Severity action to prevent recurrence, within a Circumstances. Notwithstanding the
Level !! or 111 violation involving a past reasonable time following identification. outcome of the nonnal civil penalty
problem, such as in engineering. design. 5. Violations Involving Certain assessment process addressed in Section
or installation, provided that the Discnmination Issues. Enforement

, VI.B. as provided in Section III.
violation is documented in an discretion may be exercised for " Responsibilities.** the NRC may reduce
inspection report (or official field notes discrimination cases when a licensee or refrain from issuing a civil penalty or
for some material cases) that includes a who, without the need for government a Notice of Violation for a Severity Level
description of the corrective action and intervention. identifies an issue of D or m violation based on 6 merits of
that it meets all of ce following criteria: discrimination and takes prompt. the case after considering the guidance

(a)It was licensee. identified as a comprehensive, and effective corrective in this statement of policy and such
result of its voluntary initiative: action to addrosa both the particular factors as the age of the violation, the

(b) It was or will be corrected, situation and the ovmli work safety significancs of the violation, the
including immediate corrective action environment for raising safety concerns. ov,rall sustained performance of the
and long term comprehensive corrective Similarly, enforcement may not be licensee has been particularly good, and
action to prevent recurrence. within a warranted where a complaint is filed other relevant circumstances, including
reasonable time following identification with b Department of Labor (DOL) any that may have changed since the
(this action should involve expanding under Section 211 of the Energy violation. This dia':retion is expected to
the initiative, as necessary, to identify Reorganization Act of 1974 as be exercised only where application of
obr failures caused by similar root amended but the licensee settles the the normal guidance in b policy is
causes); and matter before the DOL makes an initial w. warranted.

(c) It was not likely to be (Jentified finding of discrimination and addresses
(after the violation occuned) by routine the overall work environment. C.Exerciseof scretionforon
licensee efforts such as normal Alternatively,if a finding of Operating foci ity
surveillance or quality assurance (QA) discrimination is made, the licensee On occasion, circumstances may anse
activities. may choose to settle the case before the where a licensee's compliance with a

in addition, the NRC may refrain from evidentiary hearing begins. In such Technical Specification (TS) Limiting
issuing a Notice of Violation for cases cases, the NRC may exercise its Condition for Operation or with other
that meet b above criteria provided b discretion not to take enforcement license conditions would involve an

_ . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - . _
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unnecessary plant transient or exerosed with rupect to equipment or knowingly, or with careless disregard Iperformance of testing, inspection,or systems only when it has at least
(i.e., with more than more neglipnce) !

system realignment that is laappropriate concluded that, notwithstanding the failed to take required actions which
| with h sped 8c plant condidons, or condidons of the license:(1)The have actual or potendal safety; unnemesary delays la plant startup equipment or system does not perform sign 18cance. Most transgressions of| without a corresponding health and a safety function in the mode in which individuals at the level of Severity Levelsafety bene 8t. In these circumstances. operation is to occur:(2)the sefoty W or IV violations will be handled by|

b NRC staff may chooes not to enforce function performed by the equipment or citing only the facility limasse.
! the appliable TS or otherlicense system is of only marginal safety More serious violadona including. c mdition. This enforcement discredon, bene 8t. provided remaining in the those involving the integrity of anj designated as a Notice of Enformment

current mode inasases the likelihood of individual (e.g.. lying to b NRC)Discretion (NOED). will only be an unnecessary plant transient; or (3) concerning matters within the scope of
>

| exerdaad if the NitC staffis clearly b TS cr other license condition the individual's responsibilides, will be; satis 8ed that the action is randment requirse a test, inspection or system considered for enforcement action: with protecting b public health and
realignment that is inappropriate for the against the individual as well as againstsafety. A licensee seeking h issuance particular plant condidons. in that it the facility licenses. Action against the,

of a NOED must provide a written does not provide e safety benent, or individual, however, will not be taken
,

j justi8mtion. or in circumstances where may. in fact. be detrimental to safety la if the isoproper action by b individual
; good cause is shown, oral justincetion b particular plant condition. was mused by management failures.-

followed as soon as possible by written ne decision to exercise enforcement ne following examples of situations'
justincation, which documents the discretion does not chany the fact that illustrate this concept:
safety basis for the request and provides a violation will occur nor does it imply e Inadvertent individual mistakes

:

| whatever other information the NRC that enformment discretion is being resulting from inadequate training ori staff deems necessary in making a exercised for any violation that may guidance provided by b facilitydecision on whether or not to issue a have led to the violation at issue. In licensee.I NOED. each case where the NRC staff has . Inadvertently missing an
! The appropriate Regional chosen to issue a NOED. enforcement insignincant procedural requirementi Administrator, or his or her designee, action will normally be taken for the when the action is routine, fairlyj may issue a NOED where the root causes, to the extent violadons uncomplicated, and there is no unusualnoncompliance is temporary and were involved, that led to b cirwndece indicating ht b| nonrocurring when an amendment is noncompliance for which enforcement promdures should be referred to and
! not practical. The Director. Office of discretion was used. The enforcement followed step-by-step.
i Nuclear Reactor Regulation, or his or action is intended to emphasize that e Compliance with an expressj her designee, may issue a NOED if the licensees should not rely on b NRC's direction of management such as the
; expected noncompliance will occur authority to exercise enforcement Shift Supervisor or Plant Manager,i during the brief period of time it discretion as a routine substitute for resulted in a violation unless thei requires the NRC staff to process an compliance or for requesting a license individual did not express his or her I
! emeryncy or exigent license amendment, concem or objection to the direction.
I' amendment under the provisions of 10 Finally,it is expected that b NRC e Individual error directly resulting

CFR 50.91(a)(5) or (6). The person staff will exercise enforcement from following the technical advice of
,

I exercising enforcement discretion will discretion in this area infrequently, an expert unless the advice was clearlyj document the decision. Although a plant must shut down, unreasonable and the licensedj For an operating plant. this exercise of refueling activities may be suspended. Individual should have recognized it as
enforcement discretion is intended to or plant startup may be delayed, absent such.; minimize the potential safety the exert.ise of enforcement discretion, e Violations resulting from
consequences of unnecessary plant the NRC staff is under no obligation to inadequate procedures unless the
transients with b accompanying take such a step merely because it has individual used a faulty procedure

|j operational risks and impacts or to been requested. The decision to forego knowing it was faulty and had not
eliminate testing, inspection, or system enforcement is discretionary. When attempted to get the procedure

|

|
,

realignment which is inappropriate for anforcement discretion is to be corrected.
; the particular plant condluons. For exercised. !t is to be exercised only if Listed below are examples of

|

!

i plants in a shutdown condluon. the NRC staff is clearly satisfied that situations which could result in iexercising enforcement diacrodon is such action is warranted from a health enforcement actions involving
intended to reduce shutdown risk by, and safety perspective. individuals, licensed or unlicensed. If

*

again, avoiding testin inspection or
; system realignment w ich is N "' ACU""' I"'"I'i"8 the actions described in these examples

i inappropriate for the particular plant I*M"*I8 are taken by a licensed operator or taken
deliberately by an unlicensed(

conditions. in that, it does not provide Enforcement actions involving individual, enforcement action may bea safety benefit or may,in fact.be individuals. including licensed taken directly against h individual.
detrimental to safety in the particular operstors, are significant personnel However, violations involving willful
plant condidon. Exercising enforcement actions, which will be closely controlled ' conduct not amounting to deliberate,

1 discredon for plants attempting to and judiciously applied. An action by an unlicensed individual instartup is less ibly hn exercising it enforcement action involving an these situations may result in
<

for an operating plant, as simpt individual will normally be taken only enforcement action against a licenseedels ing startup does not usual leave when the NRC is satisfied that the that may impact an individual. Thej the lant in a condition in whic it individual fully understood, or should situations include, but are not limoen
1 cou experience undesirable transients. have understood, his or her to, violations that involve:
1 In such cases, the Commission would responsibility: knew, or should have . Willfully causing a licensee to u; expect that discretion would be known,the required actions; and violation of NRC requirements

i l

__. .
\
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e Willfully talung action that wculd licensee, ths NRC recognizes that until certain conditiens are satisfied,
have caused a licenses to be in violation judgments will have to be made on a e.g., compiming specined training or

"

of NRC tequirements but the action did case by case basis. In making these meeting certain qualincations,
not do so because it was dmected and decisions, the NRC will consider factors e Require notincation to the NRC
corrective action was taken, such as the following before resuming work in licensed

e Recognising a violation of 1. N levelof b individual within activities.
promdural requisements and willfully
not takins corrective action.

' the o3anizadon. * Requim the person to tell a
2. ne individual's training and Pro *Pective employer or customer

. Willfully defeating alarms which uperience as well as knowledge of the engaged in limnsed activities that the
have safety signi8cance. potential consequences of the Person has been subject to an NRC

e Unauthorised abandoning of reactor wrongdoing. order.
ontrols. 3. The safety consequences of the In the case of a licensed operator's
e Dereliction of duty. misconduct, failure to roset applicable 8tnefor-
e Falsifying records required by NRC 4. The benefit to the wrongdoer, e.g., du requirements (10 CFR 55.53(j)), the

regulations or by the facility license. personal or corporate gain. may issue a Notice of Violation or
e Willfully providing, or causing a 5. The doyee of supervision of the a civil penalty to the Part 55 licensee.

limnase to provide, an NRC inspector or individual. i.e., how closely is the or an order to suspend modify, or
lavestigator with inaccurate or individual monitored or audited, and revoke the Part 55 license. These actions
incomplete informadon on a matter the likelihood of dWection (such a a may be taken the Bret time a licensed
material to the NRC. radiographer working independently in OPeretor fails a drug or alcohol test. that

e Willfully withholding safety the field as contrasted with a team is, receives a connimed positive test
signlAcant information rather than
making such information known to activity at a power plant). that excsods the cutoffimis of to CFR

6. The employer s response, e g., Part 26 or the facility licensee's cutoff
appropriate supervisory or technical disciplinary action taken. levels, if lower. However, normally only
personnel in the licensee's ortenization. 7. N attitude of the wrongdoer, e.g.. a Notice of Violation will be issued for

e Submitting falso information and as
a result gaining unescorted access to a

admission of wrongdoing, acceptance of the nrst confirmed positive test in the
responsibility. absence of aggravating circumstances

nuclear power plant. 6. N degree of management such as ermn in the perfomance of
. Willfully providing falso data to a

licensee by a contractor or other person
responsibility or culpability. licensed duties or evidence of prolonged

9. Who identined the misconduct. use. In addition the NRC intends to
who provides test or other services. Any proposed enforcement action issue an order to suspend the Part 55
when the data affects the licensee's involving individuals must be issued license for up to 3 years the second time
compliance with to CFR part 50 with the concurrence of the appropriate a licensed operator exceeds those cutoffappendix B. or obe regulatory Deputy Executive Director. The levels. In the event there are less than
requirement. particular sanction to be used should be 3 yeen remaining in se tem f ti.

* Willfully providing false
certification that components meet the determined on a case by<ase basis... Individual s license, the NRC may

Notices of Violation and Orders m consider not renewing the individual,s
requirements of their intended use, such UC*"* " "'' I"* * "** U C** ' I'"
as ASME Code. examples of enforcement actions that 68 688 y**r Pai,"fis completed. The

e Willfully supplying, by vendors of may be appropriate against individuals.
The administrative action of a I.etter of NRC intends to issue an order to revoke

equipment for transportation of
radioactive material, casks that do not Reprimand may also be considered. In the Part 55 license the third time a;

comply with their certificates of addition, the NRC may issue Demands "C"*d '.Pmtw exds those cuton
C * P h *"C*'

for Information to gather information to Imis. A licmed opentw or applicant
enable it to determine whether an order who refuses to participate m, the drug

e Willfully performing unauthorized
bypassing of required reactor or other or other enforcement action should be and alcohol testing programs

g** g established by the facility Heensee or
facility safety systems.

e Willfully taking actions that violate Orders to NRC-licensed reactor
who is involved in the sale, use, or

,

Technical Specification Limiting operators may involve suspenelon for a Possession of an illegal drug is also

Conditions for Operation or other sPecified period, modification, or subject to license suspension.
revocation, or denial.

license conditions (enforcement action revocation of their individual licenses.
for a willful violation will not be taken Orders to unlicensed individuals might In addition, the NRC may take

if that violation is the result of action it. :lude provisions that would: enforcement action against a licensee

taken following the NRC's decision to e Prohibit involvement in NRC that may impact an individual, where
the conduct of the individual places in

forego enforcement of the Technical licensed activities for a specified period question the NRC's reasonable

"IIIS* I"*'**II[d not exceed 5 years) or
b period of assurance ht licensed activities will beSpecification or other license condition

suspension wou, ; g g ,p,,,,, ,,, g properly conducted. The NRC may take
ulrements of to CFR SC.54 (x). (i.e., '" # " ****

un esa h operator acted unreasonably ,a tacepe ser indiend t. subisci to civit penehn
would warrant refusal to issue a license,,4,, ,,,, ion zes otihe sn.rsy n organen Actconsidering all h relevant et tw4 m unend.d. NRC wiu noi normany innpou on an original application. Accordingly.

circumstances surrounding the a civil penalty sen6nst an individual. However, appropriate enforcement actions may be
emergency.) **ction ne of the Mon ic Energy Act (AEA) gives taken regarding matters that raise issues

Normally, some enforcement action is 'h*f,G . D 7,'@*y M*I" duty, or other matters that may not
** *

ofintegrity.competena, fitness for.
taken against a licensee for violations sociton ne et the AsA to include individuais. .
caused by significant acts of wrongdoing voneir or organimiions. and any repra niativa oc necessarily be a violation of specific
by its employees contractors, or asea'$ ma s= ibe cmaminion autheruy to Commission requirements.|

''" *d

,,[",,,[', g".[ci , impo d on is.m i.
of Conm# #contractors' employees. In deciding "w*", "nP In the case of an unlicensed person,

whether to issue an enforcement acdon ,,qm, ni di, whether a firm or an m, dividual. ani

to an unlicensed person as well as to the comm.ned. order modifying the facility license may
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be issued to require (11 The removal of action may be taken for an failure to provide sigmficant
*

j ,

the person from all licensed activities unintentionally incomplete or information in any event,in seriousi

for a specified period of time or inaccurate oral statement provided to cases where b licensee's actions in not
indefinitely (2) prior notice to the NRC the NRC by a licensee official or others correcting or providing information
before utilizing the person in licensed on behalf of a licensee,if a record was raise questions about its commitment to
activities. or (3) the licensee to provide made of the oralinformation and safety or its fundamental

: notice of the issuance of such an order provided to b licensee thereby trustworthiness, the Commission may
! to other persons involved in licensed permitting an opportunity to correct the exercise its authority to issue orders
! activities making reference inquiries, in oral information, such as if a transcript modifying, suspending, or revokjng the

addition, orders to employws might of the communication or meeting license. h Commission recognizes
require retraining, additional oversight, summary containing b error was made that enforcement determinations must

,
or independent vwilication of activities available to the licensee and was not be made on a case-by<ase basis, teki

! pwformed by the person,if the puson subsequently corrected in a timely into consideration the issues descri
is to be involved in lloonsed activities. mannw. in this section.

taaccu see and lacomphe inac to i complet tion, X. Enforcement Acties Against Non.
-

the decision to issue a Notice of
A violation of the regulations Violation for the initial inaccurate or 11te Commission's enforcement policy

f involving submittal of incomplete and/ incomplete information normally will is also applicable to non licensees.
or inaccurate information, whether or be dependent on the circumstances, including employees of Ilconsees, toi

not considered a material falso including the esse of detection of the contractors and subcontractors, and to
statement, can result in the full range of error, h timeliness of the correction, employees of contractors and,

j enforcement sanctions. The labeling of a whether the NRC or the licensee subcontractors, who knowingly provide
communication failure as a material identifled the problem with the components, equipment, or other goods;

! falso statement will be made on a case- communication, and whether the NRC or services that relate to a licensee's
I by. case basis and will be reserved for rolled on b information prior to the activities subject to NRC regulation. The
) egagious violations. Violations correction. Generally,if the matter was prohibitions and sanctions for any of
i involving inaccurate or incomplete promptly identined and corrected by these persons who engage in deliberate
I information or the failure to provide the licensee prior to reliance by the misconduct or subminion of
i signincant information identified by a NRC or before the NRC raised a incomplete or inaccurate information
; licensee normally will be categorized question about the information, no are provided in b rule on deliberate
; based on the guidance herein,in Section enforcement action will be taken for the misconduct, e.g., to CFR 30.10 and 50.5.
i IV," Severity of Violations." and in initial inaccurate or incomplete Vendors of products or swvices
I Supplement V11. in'ormation. On the other hand,if the Provided for use in nuclear activities are

j|
The Commission recognizes that oral rn sinformation is identified after the subject to certain requirements designed

information may in some situations be NRC relies on it, or after some question to ensure that the products or services
; inherently less reliable than written is raised regarding the accuracy of the supplied that could affect safety are of
a submittels because of the absence of an information, then some enforcement high quality. Through procurement

opportunity for reflection and action normally will be taken even if it contracts with reactor licensees, vendors
j management review. However, the is in fact cormcted. However,if b may be required to have quality
! Commission must be able to mly on oral initial submittal was accurate when assurance programs that meet applicable
! communications from licensee officials made but later turns out to be erroneous mquirements including to CFR Part 50.
I concerning significant information. because of newly discovered Appendix B and to CFR Part 71,
i Therefore, in determining whether to information or advance in technology, a Subpart H. Vendors supplying products'

take enfortement action for an oral citation normally would not be or services to reactor, materials, and to
statement. consideration may be given appropriate if, when the new CFR Part 71 licensees are subject to the1

to factors such as (1) The degree of information became available or 6 mquirements of to CFR Part 21
knowledge that the communicator advancement in technology was made, regarding reporting of defects in basic
should have had. regarding the matter. the initial submittel was corrected. com ponents,
in view of his or her position, training. The failure to correct inaccurate or When inspections determine that

i and experience:(2) h opportunity and incomplete information which the violations of NRC requirements have'

time available prior to the licensee does not identify as signi6 cant occurred, or that vendors have failed to
communication to assure the accuracy normally will not constitute a separate fulfill contractual commitments (e.g.,104

! or compivia.c a of the information:(3) violation. However, the circumstances CFR Part 50, Appendix B) that could
*

the degree of intent or neglipnce,if surrounding the failum to correct may adversely affect the quality of a safety
j any, involved:(4) the formauty of the be considered relevant to the significant product or service,

communication; (5) the reasonableness deermination of enforcement action for enforcement action willbe taken.
of NRC reliance on the information (6) the initialinaccurote or incomplWe Notices of Violation and civil penalties
the importance of h information statement. For example, an will be used, as appropriate, for licensee
which was weong or not provided: and unintentionally inaccurate or failures to ensure that their vendors
(7) the reasonableness of h incomplee submission may be trated have programs that meet applicable
explanation foi not providing complete as a more sever, matter if the licensee requimments. Notices of Violation will
and accurate information. later determines that the initial be issued for vendors that violate 10

Absent at least careless disregard, an submittal was in error and does not CFR Part 21. Civil penalties will be
incomplete or inaccurate urv wom oral correct it or if there were clear imposed against individual directors or
statement normally will no, be subject opportunities to identify b error. If responsible officers of a vendor
to enforcement action unless it involves information not corrected was organization who knowingly and
significant information provided by a recognized by a licensee as significant, consciously fail to provide the notice.

licensee official. However, enforcement a separate citation may be made for the required by to CFR 21.21(b)(1). Notices

1

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _
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of Nonconformance will be used for able to perform its intended safety 3. Insttentiveness to duty on the part
*

vendors which fail to meet function u when actually called upon to oflicensed personnel;
commitments related to NRC activities. work: 4. Changes in reactor parameters that

3. An accidentalcriticality;or
v- --

cause unanticipated reductions inXI.Radwrals k k r' - g 4. A licensed opwetor at h controls
margins of safety;failum to meet hof a nuclear reactor, or a senior operato' S. A signincant

, Alleged or suspected criminal directing licensed activities, involved in requirements of to CFR 50.59, including
violations of b Atomic Energy Act procedural wrors which mult in, of a failure such that a required license
(and of other relevant Federal laws) are exacerbate the consequences of, en alent amendment was not sought-
referred to the Department ollustice or higher level emergency and who, as 6. A licensee failure to conduct
(DGl) for investigation. Referrel to the a result of subsequent testing, recei* edequate oversight of vendors resulting

or alcohol. positive test result for drugs in b use of products or services thatDOI does not preclude the NRC from a confirmed
taking other enforcement action under are of defective or indetwminate quality
this policy. However, enforcement B. Sevwity LevelII-Violations ud ht han ufWI si " ism *8
actions will be coordinated with h involving for example: I^
DOf in socordance with h 1. A system designed to prewnt or ggc,'nsed t
Memorandum of Understanding mitigate serious safety events not being v v] nur ber'' i
be woon the NRC and the dol. 53 FR able to perform its intended safety hgv ga[ons IE!th
50317 (December 14,1984). function: that collectively represent a potentially

2. A licensed operator involved in the significant lack of attention orXH. PeWe belosure of Eafucment use sale, or possession ofillegal drugs camlesnes toward licensed'Acusee or the consumption of alcoholic
Enforcement actions and lloonsees' beverages, within the protected ares: or - responsibilities: or

twponses,in accordance with to CFR 3. A licensed operator at the control 8., A licensed operator's confirmed

2.790, am publicly available for of a nuclear reactor, or a senior operator Pos4tive test for drugs or alcohol that
inspection. In addition. press releases directing licensed activities, involved in does not result in a Severity Level I or

U violation.
am generally issued for orders and civil procedural errors and wbo. as a result

9. Equipment failures caused by
penalties and are issued at the same of subsequent testing, receives a
time the order or roposed imposition confirmed positive test result for drugs inadequate or improper maintenance

of the civil penal is issued. In or alcohol. that substanually complicates recovery

addition, press to eases are usually C. Severity 14velID-Violations from a plant transient.

Issued when a proposed civil penalty is involving for example: D. Severity lavet IV-Violations

withdrawn or substantially mitigated by 1. A signl8 cant failun to comply with involving for example
some amount. Press releases are not the Action Statement for a Technical 1. A less significant failure to comply

S ecification Umiting Condidon for with the Action Statement for a
normally issued for Notices of Violation P

that are not accompanied by orders or Operation where the appropriate action Technical Specification Umiting
proposed civil penalties. was not taken within the required time, Condition for Operation where the

such as: appropriate action was not taken within
a

! XHl. Reopening comed Enforcement (a)In a pressurized water reactor,in b required time, such as:
Acuees the applicable modes, having one high- (a)In a pressurized watw ructor, a

|
If significant new information is pressure safety injection pump 5% deficiency in the required volume of

received or obtained by NRC which inoperable for a period in excess of that b condensate storage tank: or

indicates that an enforcement sanction allowed by the action statement: or (b)In a boiling water rector, one
was incorrectly applied. consideration (b)In a boiling water reactor, one subsystem of the two independent MSIV
may be given, dependent on the Primary containment isolation valve leakage control subsystems inoperable;
circumstances, to reopening a closed inoperable for a period in excess of that 2. A failure to meet the requirements

enforcement action to increase or allowed by the action statement. of 10 CFR 50.59 that does not result in
decrease the severity of a sanction or to 2. A system designed to pmunt or a Severity Level 1. U. or III violation:
correct the record. Reopening decisions mitigste a serious safety event: 3. A failure to most regulatory
will be made on a case-by<:sse basis, are (a) Not being able to perform its monts that have more than minor

intended function under certain se or environmental signiBcance; orexpected to occur rarely, and require the
specinc approval of the appropriate conditions (e.g., safWy system not 4. A failum to make a required

Deputy Executin Director. Operable unless offsite power is Ucanese Event Report.
available; rnatorials or components not

Supplement I-Reacter E- environmentally quellflod); or Seppleasest D--Past 50 Facilityr

This supplement provides amamples F) Being degraded to the extent that Construction
of violations in each of the four severity a / etailed evaluation would be required This supplement rovides examples
lents as guidance in determining b t'. determine its operability (e.g., of violations in each of the four severity
appropriate severity level for violations component parameters outside levels as guidance in determining the
in the area of reactor operations. approved limits such as pump flow appropriate severity level for violations

|
A. Severity 1Avel 1-Violations rates, best exchanger transfer in b area of Part 50 facility

! involving for example: characteristics. safety valve lift construction.
I 1. A Safety Umit, as defined in to setpoints, or valve stroke times): A. Severity tant i-Violations

CFR 50.36 and the Technical involving structures or systems that are

| Specifications being exceeded. manecertal conuel symems, as well as physical completed u in such a manner that they

|
2. A system" des, ed to prevent or ere

,_
mitigate a serious se sty event not being ,, g ,,,,,,, ,g, g,,,,,4 , g , w,s. "The isr= -& as und e this

of redundancy. A loss of oas suteystem does not supplesneet means compledon of construction

"The term " system" as used in these defeat the intended safety function as long as the Lacluding review and acceptance by the

supplements includes ednunistrative and other subsystem 6. operable construcuan QA organisation.

i

!

1

I
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w:uld nte have satisfWd thsit mtendsd able to perform its intsnded safsty considered to be significant whil the
~

'
salmy related purpesa. function when actually called upon to information is outside the protected area

.

B. Severity L4 vel ll-Violations work: or and accessible to those not authorizedinvolving for example: (c) An accidental criticality occurred: access to the protected atu;
1. A breakdown in the Quality 2. The theft. loss. or diversion of a 6. A signincant failure to respond to

i

| Assursnce (QA) proyam as exemplified formula quantity " of special nuclear an event either in sufficient time toby deficiencies In construction QA material (SNM): or provide protection to vital equipment or
t

| related to more than one work activity 3. Actual unauthorized production of strategic SNM. or with an adequate
i (s.g., structurel piping, electrical, a formula quantity of SNM. response force:
! foundations). These deficiencies B. Seventy Levelll-Violations 7. A failure to perform an appropriate
) normstly involve the licensee's failure involving for example: evaluation or background investigation

is conduct adequate audits or to take 1. The entry of an unauthorized so that information relevant to the
'

I

prompt corrective action on the basis of individuali$ who represents a threat access determination was not obtained
! such audits and normally involve into a vital area '* from outside the or considered and as a result a person.'

multiple examples of deficient protected area; who would likely not have been granted
construction or construction of 2. The theR. loss or diversion of SNM access by the lionsee, if the required
unknown quality due to inadequate of moderate strategic significanceo in investigation or evaluation had been
program implementation: or which the security system did not performed, was granted accus: or

2. A structure or system that is function as requised: or 8. A breakdown in the security
j completed in such a manner that it 3. Actual unauthorized production of program involving a number of

could have an adverse effect on the SNM. violations that are related (or, if isolated..'
safety of operations.

in. C Severity 14velIll-Violations that ase recurring violations) thatC Severity I.4velll!-Violations volving for example: collectively reflect a potentiallyinvolving for example 1. A failure or inability to control signiGcant lack of attention or
j 1. A deficiency in a licensee QA access through established systems or carelessness toward licensedprogram for construction related to a procedures, such that an unauthorized responsibilitin. i

I

single work activity le g., structural, individual (i.e., not authorized D. Severity levelIV-Violations
! piping. electrical or foundations). This unescorted access to protected area) involving for example:

signincent danciency normally involves could easily gain undetected access '' 1. A failuse or inability to control
'

the licensee's failure to conduct into a vital area from outside the access such that an unauthorized
: cdequate audits or to take prompt protected aros: individual (i.e., authqrized to protected
: carrective action on the basis of such 2. A failure to conduct any search at area but not to vital area) could easily

audits, and normally involves multiple the access control point or conducting gain undetected access into a vital area
I examples of deficient construction or an inadequate search that resulted in the from inside the protected area or into a

ccnstruction of unknown quality due to introduction to the protected area of controlled access area:
inadequate proggem implementation: Grearms, explosives, or incendiary 2. A failure to respond to a suspected;

; 2. A failure to confirm the design devices and reasonable facsimiles event in either a timely manner or with!

safety requirements of a structure or thereof that could signincantly assist an adequate response force:
system as a result of inadequate radiological sabotage or theft of strategic 3. A failure to implement to CFR

- '
j preoperational test program SNM; Parts 25 and 95 with respect to the
i implementation; or 3. A failure, degradation or other information addressed under Section
1 3. A failure to make a required to CFR donciency of the protected area 142 of the Act, and the NRC approved
. 50.55(e) report. intrusion detection or alarm assessment security plan relevant to those parts:
| D. Seventy LevelIV-Violations systems such that an unauthorized 4. A failure to make, maintain, or'

involving failure to meet regulatory ' individual who represents a threat provide log entries in accordance with
! requirements including one or more could predictably circumvent the 10 CFR 73.71 (c) and (d), where the
I Quality Assurance Cnterion not system or defeat a specific zone with a omitted information (i) is not otherwise

amounting to Severity Level I.11. or 111 high de5ree of confidence without available in easily retrievable records,,

violations that have more than minor insider knowledge, or other significant and (ii) significantly contributes to the
safety or environmental significance. degredation of overall system capability: ability of either the NRC or the licensee<

j 3, ppg,,, gjg_,.%_.a_ 4. A signi5 cant failure of the to identi a programmatic breakdown;
- - , -

safeguards systems designed or used to 5. A fai ute to conduct a proper search
This supplement provides examples prevent or detect the theft, loss. or at the access control point:

of violations in each of the four severity diversion of strategic SNM: 6. A failure to properly secure or
i Izvols as guidance in determining the 5. A failure to protect or control Protect classined or safeguards
! appropriate severity level for violations classiRed or safeguards information information inside the protected area
| in the area of safeguards, which could assist an individual in an

A. Severity Level 1-Violations a s to cnt n.2 for th. d.Anition of-lormute act of radiological sabotage or theft of4

'

involving for example: queatity." stretet c SNM where the informationi
1. An act of radiological sabotage in '' N '"" ~*a**ihamd indindul as und was not removed from the protected

which the security system did not in ibis applemani mma .mnen. who == no1

*$Yd7eNn"ih$n*n.r[j "*" ,,,7. A failure to control access such that
,;

I function as required and, as a result of *

the failure there was a signincant event, a m ph,.m vii i me as d in th , an opportunity exists that could allow'

such as: supplan : inchem wi.i ar.u and meienel ecc unauthorized and undetected access(a) A Safety Limit. as defined in to = into the protected area but which wasI

CFR 50.36 and the Technical e'se se cru n.a sw the d.anition or spmat
""'I"' neither easily or likely to be exploitable.

Sp(ecifications, was exceeded: dah 8. A failure to conduct an adequate;
b) A system designed to prevent or seined. facim such as predictatxhiy. .d.niir;4bility. search at the exit from a material access,

; mitigate a serious safety event was not and of pana e. should b consider.d. area:
.

$
. ._ _ - _ . - - --
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9. A thth or loss cf SNM cf low skin of th) whtle body, er to ths feet, applicabls limits in 10 CFR Past 20 *
.

strategic significance that was not ankles, hands or forearms, or to any Sections 20.1001-20.2401 whether' or
detected within the time period other organ or tissue; not an exposum or release occurs;
specified in the security plan, othw 4. An annual aposure of a member of 9. Disposal of licensed material not
relevant document. or regulation: or the public in excess of 0.5 rem total covered in Sevwity14velsIor D:

10. Other violations that have more effective does equivalent: 10. A release for unrestricted um of
than minor safeguards signincanca. 5. A release of radioactive material to contaminated or radioactive matenal or

an unrestricted ares at concentrations in equipment that poses a realisticS*PP 8'eset IV-Health Physics (10 excess of to times the limits for potential for exposure of the public to
3

CFR Part 20) members of the public as described in levels or donos exceeding the annual
' This supplement provides exampla 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(l)(except when does limits for mornbers of b public,,

of violations in each of the four sevwity operation up to 0.5 rem a year has been or that reflects a
levels as guidance in detwmining the approved by the Commission under than an isolated)progranunatic frothw

'
weaknees in the

appropriate sevwity lowl for violations Section 20.1301(c)); radiation control proyam;
in the area of beelth physics. to CFR 6. Disposal of licensed materialin 11. Condud oflicensee activities by a
Part 20.w guantitles or concentrations in excess of technically unquall8ed person.

A. Severity 14wl 1. Violations nve times the limits of 10 CFR 20.2003; 12. A signi8 cant failure to control
involving for example: or licensed material; or

1. A radiadon aposure during any 7. A failure to make an immediate 13. A breakdown in the radiation
yest of a worker in excess of 25 roms nod 8 cation as required by to CF1t safety program involving a numbw of
total effective does equivalent. 75 rems 20.2202 (eX1) or (sX2), violations that are related (or, ifisolated.
to the lens of the eye. or 250 rods to b C. Severity I.svolID-Violations that are recurring) that collectively
skin of the whole body, or to the feet. involving for example: represent a potentially signi8 cant lack
ankles, hands or forearms, or to any 1. A rediation exposure during any of attention or carolamaname toward
other organ or tissue: year of a worker in excess of 5 roms total licensed responsibilities.

2. A radiation exposure ovw the effectin does equivalent.15 roms to the D. Severity 14veIIV-Violations
,

gestation pwiod of the embryo / fetus of lens of the eye. or 50 roms to the sida lavolving for example:
a declared pregnant woman in excess of of the whole body or to the feet, ankles. 1. Exposures in excess of the limits of
2.5 rems total effective does equivalent; hands or forearms. or to any other organ 10 CFlt 20.1201. 20.1207. or 20.1208 not

3. A radiation exposure during any or tissue; constituting Severity level I. II. or III
year of a minor in excess of 2.5 rems 2. A mdiede uposum owe the violations:
total effective does equivalent. 7.5 roms gestation period of the embryo / fetus of 2. A release of radianctive matwist to
to the lens of the eye, or 25 roms to the a declared p t woman in excess of an unrestricted ares at concentrations in
skin of the whole body, or to the fat. 0.5 re m totale w does equivalent excess of the limits for members of the
ankles, hands or forearms, or to any (**c8Pt when doses are in accordance public as referenced in 10 CFR
othw organ or tissue: with the p)rovisions of Section 20.1302(bM2XI) (except when opustion

4. An annual exposum of a member of 20.120s(d ); up to 0.5 rom a year has been approved
the public in excmas of 1.0 rem total 3. A radiation exposure during any by the Commission under Section
effetive dose uivalent, year of a minorin excess of 0.5 rem total 20.1301(c));

'

5. A release radioactive material to effective does equivalent: 1.5 rems to 3. A radiation dose rete in an
an uruestricted area at concentrations in the lens of the eye or 5 roms to b skin unrestricted or controlled arm in excess
excess of 50 times the limits for f the whole body, or to the feet, ankles, of 0.002 rom in any 1 hour (2 millirem /
memtnrs of the ublic as described in hands or forearms, or to any other organ hour) or 50 milliams in a year:

'

10 CFP 20.1302( )(2)(i) or or tissue: 4. Failure to maintain and implement
6. Disposal oflicensed material in 4. A worker uposure abow radiatim p e to kap radiation

latory limits when such exposum
Tre acts a programmade(rather than an . exposures as ow as is reasonablyquantities or concentrations in excess of

achievable:to times the limits of to CFR 20.2003.
B. Sevwity Lavel II-Violadons isolated) weakness in the radiation 5. Doses to a member of the public in

Control rogmm: exceu of any EPA gewrelly applicablePinvolvinB for examP e.l-

1. A radiation exposure during any 5. An annual exposure of a member of environmental radiadon standards such
year of a worker in excess of 10 roms the public in excmas of 0.1 rom total as 40 CFR Past 190:

total effective does equivalent. 30 mas effective does equivalent (excokas been6. A failure to make the 30-dayt wben
to the lens of the eye. or 100 rems to the operation up to 0.5 rem a year noti 6 cation required by to CFR

skin of the whole body, or to the feet. approved by the Commission under 20.2201(aM1)(ii) or 20.2203(a):
Secuan 20.1301(c)); 7. A failure to make a timely wnttenankin, hands or forearms, or to any

6. A release of radioactive material to report as required by 10 CFR 20.2201(bl.othw organ or tissue:
an unrestricted ares at concentrations in 20.2204 or 20.2206:or2. A, radiation exposure over the excess of two times the effluent 8. Any other matter that has more

gestation nod of the embryo / fetus of
concentration limits referenced in 10 than a minor safety. health, ora deel

pregnant woman in excess of CFR 20.1302(bX2XI)(except when environmental signiGcance.1.0 rem total enechw does equivalent- " ' ha I| 3. A radiation exposure during any S#PP 8''' 8 V-Trea8Portation
year of a minor in excess of 1 rom total p nd l un

effective does equivalent: 3.0 roms to Section 20.1301(c)): Es supplement provides exam;:n
7. A failure to make a 24. hour of violations in each of the four semt

the lens of the eye. or to rems to the
nouncation required by to CFR levels as guidance in detemining ~

.' Pwsonnel ovespesures and associed 02N w an immdate ndcadon WMW*NNb*
violations inevered during a hfe-uving or other required by 10 CFR 20.2201(aX1)(l):
emceency mpoam eftwi mu tn tromd on a cm. 8. A substantial potential for
try<a= hesis- exposures or releases in excess of the

_-
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in the area of NRC transportation collectively reflect a potentially C. Seurity Level !!!-Violations,

requirements '". significant lack of attention or involvin$ or example:fA. Severity level 1-Violations carelessness toward licensed 1. A failure to control access toinvolving for example: responsibilities. licensed materials for radiation1. Failure to meet transportation D. Severity LevelIV-Violations purposes as specified by NRCrequirements that resulted in loss of involving for example: requirements:
control of radioactive material with a 1. A breach of package integrity 2. Possession or use of unauthorizedbreech in package integrity such that the without extemal radiation lenis equipment or materials in the conduct
material caused a radiation exposure to exceeding the NRC limit or without of licensee activities which degradesa mynber of the public and there was contamination levels exceeding five ' safety;
clut potential for the public to receive times the NRC limits: 3. Use of radioactive material on
more than .1 rem to the whole body: 2. Surface contamination in excess of humans where such use is not

2. Surface contamination in excess of but not more than fin times the NRC authorized: -

50 times the NRC limit: or limit: 4. Conduct of licensed activities by a
3. External radiation levels in excese 3. A failure to register as an technically unquellfled person:

of to times the NRC limit, authorimod user of an NRC-Certified 5. Radiation Jewis, contaminadon
B. Severity Level Il-Violations Transport package: lowla. or releases that exceed the limits

involving for example: 4. A noncompliance with shipping specified in the license:
1. Failure to meet transportation papers, marking, labeling, placarding. 8. Substantial failure to implement

requirements that resulted in losa of packaging or loading not amounting to the quality management program as
control of radioactive material with a a Senrity Len! I, !!, or III violation: required by Section 35.32 that does not

.

breech in package integrity such that 5. A failure to demonstrate that result in a misadministration: failure to
there was a clear potential for the packages for special form radioactive report a misadrninistration: or
member of the public to receive more material meets applicable regulatory Programmatic weakness in the
than .1 rom to the whole body: requirements: implementation of the quality

2. Surfac's contamination in excess of 6. A failure to demonstrate that m ment program that rwults in a
10, but not more than 50 times the NRC packages meet DOT Specifications for mi ministration.
limit. 7A Type A packages; or 7. A breakdown in the control of

3. Extemal radiation levels in excess 7. Other violations that have more licensed activities involving a nushber
of fin, but not more than to times the than minor safety or environmental of violations that are related (or,if
NRC limit: or significance, isolated, that are recurring violations)

4. A failure to make required initial l that collectively represent a potentiallySuPP ement VI-Fuel Cycle and significant lack of attention ornotifications associated with Senrity
LevelI or il violations. ateriala OpenHeas

carelessness toward licensed
C. Severity Level III-Violations This supplement provides examples responsibilities:

involving for example: of violations in each of the four senrity 8. A failure, during radiographic
1. Surface contamination in excess of lenis as guidance in determining the operations, to have present or to use

; five but not more than to times the NRC appropriate senrity level for violations radiographic equipment, radiation
i limit: in the area of fuel cycle and materials survey instruments, and/or personnel
! 2. Extemal radiation in excess of one operations, monitoring devices as required by 10
| but not more than five times the NRC A. Severity level I-Violations CFR Part 34;
i limit: involving for example: 9. A failure to submit an NRC Form
! 3. Any noncompliance with labeling, 1. Radiation levels, contamination 241 in accordance with the
i placarding, shipping paper. packaging, levels. or releases that exceed to times requirements in Section 150.20 of to
| loading, or other requirements that- the limits specified in the license: CFR Part 150:
i could reasonably result in the following: 2. A system designed to prennt or 10. A failure to receive required NRC |

(a) A significant failure to identify the mitigate a serious safety event not being approval prior to the implementation of
type, quantity, or form of material; operable when actually required to a chany in licensed activities that bas,

| (b) A failure of the carrier or recipient Perform its design function; radiological or programmatic
. to exercise adequate controls: or 3. A nuclear enticality accident; or significance, such as, a change in
j (cl A substantial potential for either 4. A failure to follow the procedures ownership: lack of an RSO or
' personnel exposure or contarnination of the quality manspment program, replacement of an RSO with an
| above regulatory limits or improper required by Section 35.32, that results in unqualified individual: a change in the

transfor of material: a death or serious injury (e g., location where licensed activities are
4. A failure to make required initial substantial organ impairment) to a being conducted or where licensed

; notification associated with Seurity Patient. material is being stored where the new
Leni III violations; or B. Severity Level II-Violations facilities do not meet safety guidelines:.

! 5. A breakdown in the licensee's involving for example: or a chanp in the quantity or type of
: program for the transportation of 1. Radiation levels, contamination radioactin material being processed or;

licensed material involving a number of lewis, or releases that exceed fin times used that has rediological significance;
violations that are related (or, if isolated. the limits specified in the license: or
that are recurring violations) that 2. A system designed to prevent or 11. A significant failure to meet

mitigate a serious safety ennt being decommissioning requirements
= some iren. pori ii.n e.g 6r ni. .r. .pph.d inoperable; or including a failure to notify the NRC asto more than on, bc.n involved in ih. 3. A substanttal programmatic failure required by regulation or licenseacimir owch n e shipp., and a camer. wh.a a in the implementation of the quality condition, substantial failure to meet

N,'N"[,' *ed a$. circum i.nc . tin.."'5*r"."po' y'**"'
CFR 35.32 that results in a

'"
management program required by to decommissioning standards failure to

hc.nw. wh.ch. under in conduct and/or complete
ca . may be on. or more etin. heen inve..e misadministration. decommissioning activities in

. . - - _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ __
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7 cccordanco with regulation or license er the ccmmon d:fonse and secur ty EAP's staff is awam that en individual's
cond;Uon, or failure to meet required ("significant informatian identined by a condition may adversely affect safmy

'

,

: schedules without adequate, licensee") and is delibwetely withheld related activities; or
! justi8 cation, from the Commission: 9. "[he failure of licensee management
; D. Severity levelIV-Violations 4. Action by senior corporate to take effective action in correcing a
! involving for example: management in violation of to CFR 50.7 bootile work environment.

1. A inIlure to maintain patients or similar regulations against an C. Sevestty levelIH-Violations1

boepitalised who have cabeltalo, employee: lavolving for example:
i coelum 137 or tridium 192 implants or 5. A knowing and intentional failure 1. Incomplete orInaccurate

to conduct required leakage or to provide b notice required by to information that is provided to the NRC'
,

contamination tests, or to use properly CFR Part 21;or (a)becoues of uste actions on b'

calibrated equipment: 6. A failure to substantially part of h====a la but not
2. Other violations that have more implement the required 8tnese for duty amounting to a Severity levelIor D

than minor safety or environmental program. violation.ar (b) If the information, had,

signi8 mace; or B. Severity level D-Violations it been con lete and accurate at the
'

; 3. Failure to follow the quality involving for example: time . likely would have
management p . Including 1. Inaccurate or incomplete twul in a reconsidwetion of a.

i procedures, wb or not a information that is provided to the NRC regulatory position or substantial further
i misadministration occure, provided the (a) by a licensee,of5cial because of inquiry such as an additionalinspection

failures are isolated, do not demonstrate careless disregard for the completeness or a forunel forinformadon:i

a programmatic weaknessin the or accuracy of the information or (b) if 2. Insecurate -!

i implementation of the QM program, and the information, had it been complete information that the NRC requine be
| have limited consequences if a and accurate at the time provided. likely . kept by a licenses that is (a) incomplete
| miesdministration is involved: failure to would have resulted in regulatory action or inaccurate because ofinadequate
| conduct the required program review: or such as a show cause order or a different actions on the part oflicensee of5cials

failure to taka corrective actions as regulatory position: but not amounting to a Severity Level I
required by Section 35.32: or 2. IncomplMe or inaccurate or !! violation, or (b) if the information.

4. A failure to keep the records information that the NRC requires be had it been cornpide and ace'trete when,

| required by Sections 35.32 or 35.33. kept by a limnase which is (e) reviewed by the NRC. likely would have

3, ppg , yg3_gg,,gg , incomplete or inaccurate because of resulted in a reconsideration of a
careless disregard for accuracy of the regulatory position og substantial hetherg,uem
information on the part of a limnase inquiry such as an additionalinspectm

This supplert a provides exarnples official, or (b) if the informadon. had it or a formal request for information:
of violations in eacn of the four severity been complore and accurate when 3. A failure to provide "signincant
levels as guidance in determining the reviewed by the NRC. likely would have information identined by a licensea" to
appropriate severity level for violations roeutted in regulatory action such as a the Commission and not amounting to
involving miscellaneous mettere. show cause order or a different a Severity LevelI or !! violation:

A. Severity I.svol I-Violations r,gulatory gosition: 4. An action by first line supervision
involving for exarnple: 3. "Si nincant information identi6ed in violation of to GR 50.7 or similar8

1. inaccurate or incomplete by a licensee" and not provided to the regulations against an employee:
1.. formation 3' that is provided to the Commission because of carslas 5. An inadequate review or failure to
NRC (a) deliberately with b knowledge dis,, gard on b part of a licensee review such 6t. If an appropriate
of a licenses ofHcial that b information official; review had been made as required, a to
is incomplete or inaccurate. or (b) if the 4. An action by plant management CFR Part 21 report would have been
information, had it been complete and above first line supervision in violation made:
accurate at the time provided. likely of to CFR 50.7 or similar regulations 6. A failure to complete a suitable
would have resulted in regulatory action against an empfayee: inquiry on the basis of 10 CFR Part 26.
such as an immediate order required by S. A failure to provide the notia keep records concerning the denial of
the public beelth and safety. required by to CFR Part 21: access, or respond to inquiries

2. Incomplete or ir accurate 6. A failure to remove an individual concerning denials of access so that, as
information that the NRC requisse be from unescorted access who has been a result of the failure, a person
kept by a licensee that is (a) incomplete involved in b sale, use or posassalon Previously denied amma for Atness.for-
or inaccurote because of falsification by ofillegal drugs within the protected aree duty reasons was imp.nperly cranted
or with the knowledge of a limnase or take action for on duty misuse of access;
official. or (b) if the information, had it alcohol, ption drugs, or over th 7. A failure te take the required action
been complete and accurate when counter gs; for e Person conarmed to have been
reviewed by the NRC, likely would have 7. A failure to take reasonable action tested positive for illegal d ug use or -

resulted in regulatory action such as an when observed behavior within the take action for onsite alcohol use: not .

immediate order required by public protected area or credible information amounting to a Severity 14 vel D
,

halth and safmy considerations; conarning activities within the violation; j
3. Information that the licensee has protected area indicates possible 8. A failure to assure, as required, that ,

identined as having signincant unntness for duty based on drug or contractore or vendore have an effective
implications for public health and safety alcohol use: Atness for-duty program.

8. A deliberate failure of the licensee's 9. A breakdown in the Rtness for-dutv
se in apply 6ne the saannpies in this sappiamsa' Employee Assistance Program (EAP) to Progrern involving a number of

'esardins iaaccure's er incompisee sarermacien and notify licensee's management when violations of the basic elements of the* 'e'''** d"* Ld *l** I" **d' " th* fitnese-for duty program thatguidance in Section IX. "tnaccursse and incaseplese
Informsuon." and to the defirution of "ttcenses s'The amample for violations for fitness.for<iuty collectively reflect a sign 16 cant lack of
omcel" contained in Sectlos IV C relate to violations of to C7R Part re. at ention or carelessness towards

e
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meeting the objectives of to CFR 26.10; in the area of emergency preparedness. standard involving assessment or
or it should be noted that citations are not notification.

10. Threats of discrimination or normally made for violations involving C. Severity Level W-Violations
restrictive agreements which are emerpncy preparedness occurring involving for example:
violations under NRC regulations such during emeryncy exercises. However. 1. In an alert. licenses failure to
as to CFR So.7(f). where exercises reveal (i) tisining. promptly (1) correctly classify the event.D. Severity level IV-Violations procedurel, or repetitive failures for (2) make required notincations to
involving for example: which corrective actions have not been responsible Federal. State, and local

1. Incomplete or inaccurate taken. (ii) an overall concern regarding apncies, or (3) respond to the event
.

! inform 4 tion of more than minor the licensee's ability to implement its (e.g., assess actual or potential offsite!
signincance that is provided to the NitC plan in a manner that adequately consequences, activate emergency
but not amounting to a Severity Levoll. protects public health and safety, or (iii) raponse facilities, and augment shift
D or E violation: poor self critiques of the limnase's staff):

2. Information that the NitC requires exercians, enforcement action may be 2. A licensee failure to meet or
be kept by a licensee and that is appropriate. implement more than one emerpncy
incomplete orinaccurate and of more A. Severity levelI-Violations planning standard involving assessment

'

; than minor signiBcance but not involving for example: or notincation;or
amounting to a Severity Level I. II. or 5 in a general emorpocy. licensee 3. A breakdown in the control ofviolation: failure to promptly (1) correctly classify licensed activities involving a number

3. An inadequate review or failure to the event. (2) make required of violations that are related (or. If
review under to CFR Part 21 or other notincations to responsible Federal, isolated, that are recurring violations)
procedural violations associated with to State, and local apncies, or (3) respond that collectively mpresent a potentially

-
'

CFR Part 21 with more than minor to the event te g. assess actual or signiacant lack of attention or
safety signincana: Potential offsite consequences, activate carelessness toward licensed

4. Violations of the requirements of emerpncy response facilities, and responsibilities.
Part 26 of more than minor significance; augment shift staff). D. Severity level IV-Violations.

5. A failure to report acts of licensed B. Severity 14 vel!!-Violations involving for example:
i

'
operators or supervisors pursuant to 10 involving for example: A licensee failure to meet or

; CFR 26.73: or 1. In a site emergency, licensee failure implement any emergency planning
i 6. Discrimination cases which, in to promptly (1) correctly classify the standard or requimment not directly
! themselves, do not warrent a Severity event. (2rmake required notincations to related to assessment and notification.
j tevel m categorization. responsible Federal. State, and local W land. W Wagencies, t (3) resp nd to the event' h h VII' "'- -

(e.g., assess actual or potential offsite+ 4 of June toes.j
; consequences, activate emergenc FW W We Wah

e7our seve$ of ao n o y or commen.
! levels as guidance in determining the 2. A licensee failure to meet or (FR Doc. 95-15952 Filed 6-29-95; 8.45 aml

appropriate severity level for violations implement one emerpncy planning ausse coes reeuw.
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